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ABSTRACT
ANALYSIS OF BRISTLE-TIP IMPACT CRATER FOR WIRE IMPACT TOOL
Jian Zhang, B.S., M.S.
Marquette University, 2020

Bristle blasting is a novel method that is rapidly gaining widespread acceptance
among engineers and practitioners in the surface preparation industry. This process
contains the use of a specially designed wire bristle tool that is precisely tuned to the
spindle speed of a power tool that rotates at approximately 2,500 rpm. That is, the
principle of operation is based upon synchronized/repeated impact and rebound of bristle
tips with the target surface, leading to a multitude of impact craters that remove
corrosion, expose fresh substrate material, and generate anchor profile. Hence, it is
important to develop a model to research the crater depth generated during this wire
impact process.
The first portion of the current research is concerned with building a mathematical
model, based on rigid body impact mechanics. The generalized impulse-momentum
principle is used to analyze the impact process. The impact process is divided into
compression phase and restitution phase. During the impact process, the concept of
coefficient of restitution, which is defined based on the concept of energy, is
implemented into this impact process. To validate the mathematical model , two case
studies are examined. The first study demonstrates that by degenerating the model, a
solution can be recovered that has been posted in the literature. The second study refers to
a classic double pendulum problem that has been solved and shows that the current model
can be modified to recover the solution posted in the literature.
The second portion of this research is to investigate the crater depth generated by this
monofilament model. First, recently published experimentally measured impact data
reported by other authors is used to help construct impacted data for the wire impact tool.
Thus, a numerical/analytical model is finalized for obtaining the force history of the
impact process. Finally, a modified Merchant material removal model is used to analyze
the crater depth for various friction coefficient and impact angles.
This systematic analysis of the monofilament model of the wire impact tool
represents a first step for providing valuable insight into both the design and operation of
bristle tools that rival grit blasting processes.
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Definition
Shear plane area
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Friction force
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Force normal to the friction force
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L
M
m

Kinetic energy of single bristle
Unit vector in inertial axes system
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v
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n

Mass ratio between m1 and m 2

p
px

External impulse on the bristle tip
Impulse in the x direction

py

Impulse in the y direction
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Impulse during the compression in the x direction
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psy
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Compressive impulse of the single bristle
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Normal final impulse

pi
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q
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q2

Generalized speed of rod BC

rb

Radius of accelerator bar

rh
R

Radius of hub

SH
SV
S

Energy consumption
Generalized speed

Ratio between the angular velocity of the hub and the pre-impact angular velocity
of the bristle in Chapter 2 or resultant force during the impact event in Chapter 4
Position of accelerator bar in the x direction
Position of accelerator bar in the y direction

to

Penetration displacement of the bristle tip
Initial impact time interval

tn

Compression time interval

tc

Compression time interval

tf

Final time interval

t i

Time interval of a random segment(ply) reported by Yu et al. [39]

ti

Time interval of a random segment of the monofilament model

t c

Compression time interval reported by Yu et al. [39]
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Final time interval reported by Yu et al. [39]

vi

v C/O

Velocity of tip C relative to point

v O/O'

Velocity of point O relative to point O

vC

Velocity of bristle tip C

v Cy

Velocity of bristle tip C in the y direction

vCx

Velocity of bristle tip C in the x direction

v C

Virtual velocity of tip C

vG

Velocity of the mass center G of bristle

vGx

Velocity of the mass center G of bristle in the x direction

v Gy

Velocity of the mass center G of bristle in the y direction

vs

Shear velocity

vf

Chip sliding velocity

W
Wc

Work done during the impact process
Total compressive work

Wy (p cy )

Normal compressive work with respect to the normal impulse

Wy (p cx )

Normal compressive work with respect to the tangential impulse

Wx (p cy )

Tangential compressive work with respect to the normal impulse
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Tangential compressive work with respect to the tangential impulse

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy )

Wy (p sy )

T
Greek Symbol

Normal restitutive work with respect to the normal impulse
Work done by the normal force during the sliding
Kinetic energy of double pendulum system
Definition





 OB

Rake angle
Friction angle
Impact angle of the bristle during the impact event
Generalized momentum of the bristle
Generalized momentum of rod OB

 BC

Generalized momentum of rod BC

d

Crater depth



1

Projection of the crater depth on the bristle tip
Tool penetration depth
Constant in Eq. (2.74)

2

Constant in Eq. (2.98)



Virtual angular velocity of the bristle
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Angular velocity of the hub
Contact angle of rod OB

2

Contact angle of rod BC
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Angular velocity of the bristle
Pre-impact angular velocity of the bristle
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Angular velocity with respect to tangential impulse
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Angular velocity with respect to normal impulse
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Post-impact angular velocity of the bristle
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Angular velocity of the bristle at the end of the compression
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Angular velocity of the bristle at the end of the compression

1 (0)

Pre-impact angular velocity of rod OB

2 (0)

Pre-impact angular velocity of rod BC


u1

Friction coefficient during the compression

2

Friction coefficient during the restitution

Friction coefficient



 OB

Stiction friction coefficient
Generalized impulse of the bristle
Generalized impulse of rod OB

 BC

Generalized impulse of rod BC

s

Normal yield stress

s

Shear yield stress


p

Shear angle
Retraction angle

1

Angular displacement from the retraction angle to the workpart surface
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1
1 INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

1.1 Background
Wire brushing tools have been the subject of research for decades. Perhaps the first
scholarly publication was presented in 1975 by Gavrilenko [1], which examined wire
brush construction, design, and operating conditions that can lead to quantitative
assessment of tool performance. Later, there was a resurgence of interest, wherein
mechanics-based models were developed [2-7] and experimental methods were deployed
[8-12] for evaluating the design and performance of wire brushes, as well as their
automation and implementation in an industrial environment [13-17]. However, all the
preceding works were based upon the conventional wire brushing tools that remove
surface contaminants by generating score markings (i.e., sliding contact) , and little work
can be found that extends or advances the technology of wire brushing tools into new and
innovative areas of industry application.
This research will focus on a recent innovation in wire brush design that was first
reported by Stango, et al. [18], and has since extended the range of tool application into
areas of use that were heretofore not feasible. Overall appearance of the commercially
available power tool is shown in Figure 1.1a, wherein steel wire bristles emanate from a
central hub as shown in Figure 1.1b. The tool utilizes a flexible polymeric/fiberreinforced belt shown in Figure 1.2a and 1.2b that supports
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1 Overall appearance of power tool (1a) and view of bristle tool (1b) having
wire filaments that emanate radially outward from central hub.

and secures bristles at attachment points along the root. Details concerning the method of
bristle attachment are shown in Figure 1.2b, whereby U-shaped bristles have punctured
the belt, and the root is positioned at the interior of the belt where the fiber mesh is
located. Consequently, the belt serves as an elastic foundation that can store energy when
bristles are subjected to an external disturbance.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2 Section view of the belt/hub system 2(a) and underside of belt illustrating the
method of bristle attachment to the layered belt 2(b).

3
To illustrate the basic impact behavior of the tool, three geometrically different
bristles [19] are shown in Figure 1.3a, b, and c. In each case, bristles are attached to the
belt that rotates counterclockwise at 2,600 rpm. At the instant shown, bristle tip contact
has been made with the flat hardened workpart, and motion

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.3 Geometry of three differently configured rotating bristles shown upon impact,
featuring 3a (reverse bent knee), 3b (straight without bend) and 3c (forward bent knee).

will ensue from left-to-right throughout the contact region. Immediately following
impact, the trace or “path” of the spherical bristle tip has been tracked and is shown in
Figure 1.4 for the reverse bent bristle (diamond), straight (triangle), and forward bent
bristle (circle). In each case, one may observe that the bristle tip strikes the surface and is
followed by rebound/retraction, without secondary impact/contact. However, the forward
bent bristle tip immediately retracts/rebounds from the surface, and does not exhibit
sliding contact, as do both the reverse bent and straight bristle geometry. This behavior is
also exhibited in Figure 1.5, whereby an over-lay of eleven (11) successive high-speed
photographic frames depict pre- contact (approach positions 1-2-3), contact
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Figure 1.4 Digitally tracked position of bristle tip for both pre- and post-collision of
bristle tip for reverse bent knee (diamond), straight (triangle), and forward bent knee
(circle).

(position 4), rebound (position 5), and subsequent gradual return of the bristle to an
equilibrium position (6-11). In this case, the bristle was extracted from the actual power
tool shown in Figure 1 and the workpart surface is comprised of ductile steel. This
dynamic impact response is uncharacteristic of brushing tool behavior, and suggests that
one may design the rotary bristle tool

Figure 1.5 Successive frames taken from high-speed digital camera depicting the approach
(positions 1-2-3), impact (position 4), subsequent retraction (position 5), and return to
equilibrium (positions 6-11). Hub speed 3,050 rpm (i.e.,  = 50.8 cps) and measured natural
frequency n nat = 254 cps.
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that eliminates sliding motion and/or striated markings. That is, surfaces can be
generated that exclusively consist of crater-based impact, like those generated during
peening and grit blasting process.
This hypothesis has been tested for bristle tips having both spherical shape [20] and
sharp angular geometries [21]. For example, in Figures 1.6 a, b, c the geometry of a
spherical bristle tip, ensuing surface crater, and aggregate surface texture, respectively, is
shown that ensues

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.6 Spherical bristle tip (a), ensuing surface crater (b), and aggregate surface
texture (c) of bristle-tip peened Al 6061-T6 fatigue specimen.

when forward bent bristles are used. Likewise, in Figure 1.7 a,b,c the sharpened bristle
tip, ensuing crater, and aggregate surface texture, respectively, are shown that results
when forward bent bristles having similar geometry are used. Moreover, one may
observe that for each of the treated surfaces

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.7 Sharpened bristle tip (a), ensuing surface crater having “shoveled” burr-like
ridge (b), and aggregate surface texture (c) of bristle-tip blasted API-5L ductile steel.
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shown in Figures 1.6c and 1.7c, the characteristic surface is consistent with the bristle tip
geometry, and the treated surface is free of striated markings.
1.2 Review of Literature
Given the scope of application, there is only a limited number of sources focusing on
obtaining the analytical results of crater formation under different models directly. In
terms of this research, there are two primary issues: (1) the mechanics-based modeling of
the wire bristle tool with the monofilament model and (2) analytical/numerical study of
impact crater depth. A comprehensive model for predicting the tool performance would
require detailed consideration of both (1) and (2), however, this review of the literature
will address the published works that are relevant to either of the problem.
1.2.1 Mechanics-Based Modeling of the Monofilament Model of Wire Impact Tool
Shia used an idealized discrete system to model the dynamic properties of the
filament of brushing tools [22]. In his work, the filament is not treated as rigid bodies.
Firstly, Euler-Lagrange approach is utilized as the governing equation to study the
formulation process, then the superposition of all the filaments lead to the research of the
overall response of the brush. Secondly, after finishing the numerical study on the
filament and overall brush responses, the numerical study results are compared with
existing solutions from the large deformation of a cantilever beam, damped and
undamped free vibration of a cantilever beam, quasi-static brush/workpart contact
problem. Lastly, the experimental results from an actual brush are also compared with the
numerical study results.
Shia and Stango investigated the frictional response of a filamentary brush in contact
with a curved workpart [23]. In their work, a mechanics-based formulation has been
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developed for the quasi-static, finite displacement mechanics analysis of constrained
filament deformation. In their study, discussion has been included regarding the friction
coefficient and the actual filament machining forces. In addition to that, the numerical
study results showed that brush torque varies linearly with respect to the penetration
depth in their work.
Hatman et al. investigated the dynamics of a flexible rotating beam interacting with a
flat rigid surface [24]. The mathematical model was based on a generalized co-ordinateeigenfunction representation of the displacement fields, and equations are derived
using Lagrange’s mechanics.
Stango and Shia studied the filament deformation for a freely rotating cup brush [25].
In their work, Bernoulli-Euler curvature equation was used as the governing equation for
the mechanics formulation of this problem, The numerical study results showed that
filament inertia forces must be treated as an indispensable part for the design of rotary
cup brushes due to the fact that those forces can result in significant fiber displacement
and stress.
Vanegas et al. reviewed studies about the dynamic modeling of brushes [26]. The
theories regarding the brush modeling included large deflection elastic theory, small
deflection elastic theory, discrete beam theory, discrete beam model, finite element
method. After reviewing the results from different modeling methods, the authors argued
that the understanding toward brushing processes is not enough, it is necessary to extend
the research into different brushing applications to improve brush performance.
Vanegas et al. investigated a theoretical model for the dynamics of an unconstrained
cutting brush of a street sweeper [27]. In their work, the steel wire bristles were modelled
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as cantilever beams with small deflection, and the equation of motions were derived from
the theory of vibration. Two functions of speed oscillations were studied in their work.
Stronge described a paradox brought up by using the kinematic coefficient of
restitution e when solving noncollinear collisions with contact point slip problems [28,
29]. Using this kinematic coefficient of restitution will result in the energy increase after
the impact. To solve this kind of paradoxical energy increase, a new energetic coefficient
of restitution e* was proposed. This energetically consistent theory for the collision with
slip is based on work done by the normal force during restitution and compression phase.
By utilizing this new theory, both tangential force and normal force lead to the
dissipation of energy during the impact. Therefore, this new definition, which is
independent of friction, has perfectly avoided the paradox.
Stronge provided some analytical results for an impact process involving a single
pendulum impact model [41]. In this model, both the pendulum and the surface are both
treated as rigid bodies. By using a generalized impulse-momentum principle, the author
divides the whole impact process into two phases, which are compression and restitution,
accordingly. Then the author obtained the expressions for the angular velocity with
respect to normal impulse during compression. Thereafter, by introducing an
energetically defined coefficient, i.e., the energetic coefficient of restitution e* , Stronge
obtained the expression of normal final impulse. Simultaneously, the author also reported
the ratio of final to initial angular speed. Even though the author published the equation
for normal compressive work, he did not do a numerical study to completely investigate
the behavior of the normal compressive work. The detail derivation of the generalized
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impulse-momentum principle for one degree of freedom system will be reported in
Section 2.2.1.
Wang et al. utilized the numerical results from the FEM model of the road sweep
brush to build a mathematical regression model and compared the results with the
experimental results [30]. In their work, the authors set up the FEM brush models and
obtain the numerical results. The complex brush load characteristic curves are statistically
analyzed to quantify the effects of cross-section, length, mounting angle, displacement,
and rotational speed etc. By taking advantage of these data, the authors obtained a
mathematical regression model for the road sweep brush, which is a time-saving way to
benefit its future application. The results obtained from the mathematical model have
good agreement with the numerical results and experimental results.
Stronge also investigated a rigid double-pendulum model colliding ductile material
surface [41]. In a similar way as the author used in the single-pendulum model, by using
the differential generalized impulse-momentum theorem and the concept of energetic
coefficient of restitution, the ratio of normal final impulse and normal compressive
impulse, post-impact angular velocities of two identical rods under different friction
coefficient were also reported. Besides that, the author also showed an analytical result of
a “stiction” coefficient of friction  , which prohibits rebound.
Ben-Ami et al. studied the absorbed shear energy during solid particle impact and
ductile material using numerical model [31]. The shape of the particle, impact angle,
angular velocity, and orientation on the extent of the shear energy per unit area are
studied. In addition to that, a modified equation for calculating the shear force was also
presented, which matched very well with the absorbed energy experimental data.
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Novotny et al. investigated the behavior of abrasive cylindrical brush [32]. Firstly, the
paper describes the theoretical solutions of the new principle of frosting, and how the
acquired knowledge can have a wider applicability in the fields of deburring, grinding of
surfaces and edges of metal materials etc. Also, he presented a simulation of the kinetics
of a filamentary brush, including an evaluation of the marks formed. Subsequently, the
results are verified by laboratory experiments. In conclusion, the authors recommended
technical conditions for implementing the process of surface frosting.
1.2.2 Review of Analytical Results for Surface Impact Mechanics
Gheadnia H. et al. investigated the elasto-plastic oblique impact of a rod with a flat
experimentally and theoretically [33,34]. To simulate the impact process, nine distinct
flattening and indentation models were studied. The results show that the proposed
impact model have smaller values compared to the experimental results.
Yang and Liu studied the surface plastic deformation and surface topography
prediction in peripheral milling with variable pitch end mill [35]. Among the indicators of
surface integrity, surface plastic deformation and surface topography are the foremost
characteristic. The presented technique applies the problem of the Flamant-Boussinesq in
the plastic deformation. Through experimental verification, the analytical results show a
high degree of accuracy.
Lu, et al. used an analytical model to predict the sizes of Poisson burr using Flamant
and Boussinesq equations for the plastic deformation process [36]. Along with the
mechanical loading considered in the Flamant-Boussinesq model, thermal effects were
also taken into consideration. Afterwards, through finite element method simulation of
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aluminum 6061 alloy, it was shown that the analytical results obtained from that
theoretical model are accurate.
Baizeau et al. used a Flamant-Boussinesq model to predict the surface integrity for
orthogonal cutting [37], and the analytical result was validated by comparing the
predicted plastic strains with the micro hardness measurements that followed 3D cutting
tests.
As the conventional piezoelectric sensors cannot record the force fluctuations at high
frequencies, Baizeau et al. applied digital image correlation (DIC) to measure the cutting
forces [38]. First, the authors used the Flamant-Boussinesq equations obtaining the
displacement field, subsequently, the Flammant-Boussinesq solution was then
implemented as a displacement basis for DIC analysis. There was only 4% error found
after the comparison was done.
Yu et al. developed a calculation model for the maximum impact force of a rock
block on an object with or without cushion layer using the Buckingham theorem [39].
Then an experimental study of maximum impact force of rock blocks was done based on
the previous dimensional analysis. The experiment is set up by an impact board,
transducer, and a fixed board. In these experiments, they are carried out by different
angles to study its influence on the impact force. The results show that the maximum
forces are ranging from 225 N to 15,583 N. By comparing these experimental results with
the results from other studies, it is exciting to find that these results were reasonable for
impact forces ranging from 21.4 N to 8.16 MN.
1.3 Objective of Research
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Objectives of the current research encompass several different aspects of dynamic
bristle behavior, that include the following:
1. Contact Mechanics of the bristle-tip is examined that include the enhanced speed
associated with a “cued” filament that is peculiar to the presently available surface
preparation tool. This involves the evaluation of both impact and rebound (i.e.,
“bounce”) of the bristle, including frictional characteristics of the bristle tip/workpart
system. This portion of the investigation will employ a methodology that analytically
assess the impulsive load that arises during the collision process.
2. Development of an experimental/numerical approach for computing the impact force
that arises during collision. This portion of the work will reconstruct the impulsive load
that is derived in 1 (above) into discrete impact forces that are generated throughout the
compressive impact event, thereby facilitating an estimate of the peak force that ensues
upon impact.
3. On the basis of the peak force estimates derived in 2 (above), develop an algorithm that
can forecast the crater depth that ensues upon impact. Thus, this portion of the research
will involve the use modified material removal mechanics methods that enable one to
assess the crater size that arises as a rigid bristle tip indenter penetrates a target workpart
that is comprised of a ductile material system.
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2

THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF IMPACT PROCESS

2.1 Introduction
The mechanical function of the wire bristle impact tool is unique and deserve further
explanation. That is, the speed of bristles can be significantly enhanced without altering
the spindle speed of the hub/arbor. This is accomplished by a physical device termed the
“accelerator bar”, which causes the bristles to gain speed prior to impacting the target
surface. This can be readily explained by examining the three successive high-speed
photographic

Figure 2.1 Photograph/cells taken from high speed digital camera illustrating bristle tips
in contact with accelerator bar, and subsequent release/spring-back toward workpart
surface.
frames shown in Figure 2.1. As the hub/spindle rotates at constant speed  , wire bristle
tips approach the accelerator bar (frame 1) and retract upon making impact with the
accelerator bar (frame 2). This retraction causes the root of the bristle to rotate, thereby
storing elastic energy in the flexible belt. Upon release of the bristle tips, the stored
energy is returned to the filament (frame 3), and bristle tips accelerate forward toward the
workpart surface. This enhanced impact speed is a hallmark of tool performance and
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provides an opportunity for generating impact craters and an anchor profile that is
beneficial for paint adhesion. Ostensibly, the enhanced speed must be synchronized with
the tool/belt system to maximize the bristle speed during impact. When this
synchronization or “cueing” is achieved, the system is termed “cued”, and the pre-impact
speed of the bristle is maximized. Further explanation of the of the cueing process is
discussed in the next section.
2.2 Role of the Cued System in Bristle-Tip Impact
As previously noted, upon release from the accelerator bar, bristle tips accelerate
toward the workpart surface. Further details of this process are discussed in Figure 2.2(a)
and (b). First, the mechanism of bristle retraction and storage of potential energy in the
belt is shown in Figure 2.2(a). Prior to release from the accelerator bar, the bristle is
retracted by the angle  p , which causes distortion/energy storage within the flexible belt
at the bristle root (see Inset). Upon release from the accelerator bar, this stored energy is
released to the bristle, and the bristle is accelerated toward the target surface. Upon
depleting the stored energy, the bristle reaches maximum speed and subsequently
decelerates. Thus, the bristle motion history is depicted in Figure 2(b) and indicates that
the bristle is subjected to a damped free vibration throughout the period of oscillation.
The above process can be precisely “tuned”, such that maximum bristle tip velocity is
reached upon impact with the target surface. This is accomplished by synchronization of
the spindle speed, belt stiffness, bristle geometry, and the precise positioning of the
accelerator bar.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2 Representation of the energy stored within the flexible belt, and the
monofilament oscillation of the bristle that ensues upon release from the accelerator
bar.

It has been shown (unpublished research data [40]) that the geometry of a cued system is
calculable, and that bristle tip impact can be forecasted according to the following
relationship:
SV = [rb + d* + rh ]cos(A + 1 + ) , SH = [rb + d* + rh ]sin(A + 1 + ) ,

(2.1a, 2.1b)
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where rh is the radius of the hub, rbar is the radius of the accelerator bar, and 1 is the
angular displacement from the retraction angle to the workpart surface. The measured
and experimental data that accompanies this calculation is summarized as follows:

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3 Geometrical relations of different parameters regarding the
monofilament model.
 = 261.8 rad / s, rh = 0.0275 m, L = 0.027 m, p = 44.5 , k T = 0.00041Nm / rad,  = 4.5 mm, (2.2)

where k T is the stiffness of the belt, L is the length of the bristle,  is the penetration
depth, and  is the angular velocity of the hub. Taking these results, the coordinate
positions SH and SV are thus obtained:

SH = 50.37 mm,SV = 22.5mm .

(2.3)

The above results along with subsequent recent studies have shown that guidelines for
design can be forecasted within 5%.
2.3 Development of the Bristle Impact Model
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In Figure 2.4 different phases regarding the impact event for a monofilament are
illustrated. In this chapter, the term an important concept termed a “cued system” will
now be introduced and developed. Thereafter, an analytical method will be formulated
that can forecast the impact process for a bristle having contact with a flat surface. Thus,
the normal impulse and shear impulse that ensues during bristle tip/workpart impact will
be derived based upon the generalized impulse-momentum principle. Throughout the
impact process, both bristle and workpiece are treated as rigid bodies. After obtaining the
theoretical results, numerical studies will be reported for several different impact
parameters of interest that characterize the collision process. At the end of the chapter,
two analytical models are implemented to validate the results from the monofilament
impact model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2.4 Five phases of the impact event. (a)

(e)
Before impact phase.    . (b)
Compression phase. The bristle is in contact with surface S.  =  , v C  ˆj < 0 . (c)
Transition phase. The bristle is in contact with surface S.  =  , v  ˆj = 0 . (d) Restitution
C

phase. The bristle is in contact with surface S.  =  , v C  ˆj > 0 . (e) After impact phase.
.

As shown in Figure 2.4(a) the rotating bristle approaches the workpart surface just
prior to the instant of maximum velocity of the bristle tip. Subsequently, (Figure 2.4(b)),
the bristle tip arrives at the point of contact (i.e., is “cued”) during the initial compressive
impact event whereby  =  . At a later instant, (Figure 2.4(c)), the bristle tip comes to
rest, and transitions from compression to restitution (Figure 2.4(d)). Finally, the bristle
tip rebounds from the surface as shown in Figure 2.4(e). In summary, the entire impact
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event occurs within the confinement of Figures 2.4(b), (c), and (d). The following
section further explains details that are peculiar for a cued mechanical system.
In Figure 2.5, essential features of the monofilament bristle tool are shown, which
consists of a single wire filament that is attached to a belt/hub rotating at a spindle speed
of  . At the instant shown, the bristle has acquired an enhanced relative speed  that is
associated with accelerator bar being cued, as previously discussed. The impact process
is accompanied by a normal and shear force that arises when impact occurs at point C.
Given that the impact time is very brief during the collision process, impact duration is
ignored in the following formulation. Impact of the bristle tip is immediately followed by
retraction/reversal of direction without being accompanied by a secondary contact.

Figure 2.5 Schematic of velocity-enhanced (i.e., “cued”) wire bristle undergoing impact
at point C along a flat, rigid surface.  =  .

2.3.1 Derivation of the Governing Equation
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Picking the impact angle  as the generalized coordinate of the system shown in
Figure 2.5. According to the definition of work, the work done during the impact is
W =  F  dS .
L

(2.4)

where F is the impact force and S is the displacement of the bristle tip.
Also, we have
dS = vC dt ,

(2.5)

where v C represents the velocity of the bristle tip C.
Substituting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.4) leads to
t

W =  F  vC dt ,

(2.6)

0

namely,
p

W =  vC  dp ,

(2.7)

0

where p is the external impulse on the bristle tip. Differentiating both sides of the
equation above:
dW = v C  dp .

(2.8)

Therefore, the virtual differential work is
dW =  v C  dp .

(2.9)

The virtual velocity of the tip C may be written as

 vC =
Substituting Eq. (2.10) into Eq. (2.9):

 vC
 .


(2.10)
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dW =

 vC
dp  d ,


(2.11)

where  is the generalized impulse. Therefore, the differential generalized impulse is
d = dp 

 vC
.


(2.12)

Assuming that m is the mass of the bristle, according to the impulse-momentum
principle, we have
mv C = p .

(2.13)

Differentiating the equation above:
d(mv C ) = dp .

(2.14)

and multiplying by  v C /  to both sides of the above:
mdvC

 vC
v
= dp C .



(2.15)

Substituting Eq. (2.12) into the equation above, we find:

d

T
= d .


(2.16)

Denoting the differential of generalized momentum as

d  d

T


(2.17)

and substituting the above equation above into Eq. (2.16), we obtain the differential
generalized impulse-momentum principle:

d = d .

(2.18)

This above relationship is now used for modelling the monofilament impact process.

2.3.2 Formulation of Monofilament Impact Process
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The velocity of the bristle mass center G can be readily obtained as follows:
vG = vGx ˆi + vGy ˆj = (rh cos  + 

L
L
cos )ˆi - (rh sin  +  sin )ˆj,
2
2

(2.19)

where vGx and v Gy are the velocity in the x direction, y direction, respectively.
The expression of the kinetic energy of the bristle is
kE =

1
1
mvG 2 + IG 2 .
2
2

(2.20)

where I G is the moment of inertia of the bristle around mass center G.
Substituting Eqs. (2.19) into (2.20) yields

kE =

1
1
1
m2 rh 2 + m2 L2 + mrh L cos( −  ) ,
2
6
2

(2.21)

where the moment of inertia about the mass center G of the bristle is given by

IG =

1
mL2 .
12

(2.22)

By definition,  =  for the cued system, and Eq. (2.21) is written:
kE =

1
1
1
m2 rh 2 + m2 L2 + mrh L.
2
6
2

(2.23)

Accordingly, the bristle tip velocity at point C is
vC = (L cos  + rh cos )ˆi - (L sin  + rh sin )ˆj

(2.24)

Substituting Eq. (2.23) into Eq. (2.17):

1
m2 L2 1
( m2 rh 2 +
+ mrh L)
1
1
1
6
2
d = d 2
= d( mL2 + mrh L) = mL2d.

3
2
3

(2.25)

Through Eq. (2.12), the differential of generalized impulse can be written as follows:

d = (dp x ˆi + dp y ˆj) 

 vC
.


(2.26)
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where p x , p y are the impulse in the tangential direction and normal direction,
respectively.
By taking Eq. (2.24) into the equation above:
d = (dp x ˆi + dp y ˆj)  (L cos ˆi − L sin  ˆj) = L cos dp x − L sin dp y ,

(2.27)

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6 Components of impulse: (a) compression, (b) restitution.
As shown in Figure 2.6, the use of Amonton-Coulomb’s law [42] results in
dp x = −1dp y when v C  ˆj < 0 , dp x =  2 dp y when v C  ˆj > 0 ,

(2.28a, 2.28b)

where the current research examines the feasibility of a friction coefficient that
may differ during compression and restitution and 1 ,  2 represents the friction
coefficient during the compression and restitution. By combining Eq. (2.27) with
Eqs. (2.28a) and (2.28b), respectively:
d = −(1L cos  + Lsin )dp y , v C  ˆj < 0 , and d = ( 2 L cos  − Lsin )dp y , v C  ˆj > 0 , (2.29a, 2.29b)

the above expression will next be used in conjunction with Eq. (2.25) to complete the
formulation of the problem.
2.3.2.1 Case 1: μ1 ≠ μ 2
During the compression phase, which is v C  ˆj < 0 , substituting Eqs. (2.29a) and (2.25)
into Eq. (2.18) leads to
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1 2
mL d = −(1L cos  + L sin )dp y .
3

(2.30)

Integrating the two sides above:
 (p y )



 (0)

py

1 2
mL d =  −(1L cos  + Lsin )dp y ,
3
0

(2.31)

where (0) is the pre-impact angular velocity of the bristle, (p y ) is the angular velocity
of the bristle with respect to normal impulse.
Then, we have the angular velocity of the bristle:
(p y ) = (0) −

(1 cos  + sin )
p y , v C  ˆj < 0 .
mL / 3

(2.32)

Let us define the velocity ratio between the pre-impact velocity of the bristle and the hub
as

R

(0)
, (R  1) .


(2.33)

Then Eq. (2.32) may be written as

(p y ) = R −

(1 cos  + sin )
p y , v C  ˆj < 0 .
mL / 3

(2.34)

At the end of the compression phase, the normal component of relative velocity vanishes:

vC  ˆj = 0,

(2.35)

Taking Eq. (2.24) into the equation above, we have the angular velocity at the end of the
compression:
 (p cy ) = −

rh
 .
L

(2.36)

Equating Eqs. (2.34) and (2.36), we obtain the normal impulse during the compression:
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rh
]mL
L
.
pcy =
3(1 cos  + sin )
[R +

(2.37)

Figure 2.7 Normal compressive impulse versus friction coefficient. rh = 0.0275 m ,

L = 0.027 m , m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 , θ = 261.8rad / s .

In Figure 2.7 the relationship between normal compressive impulse (Eq. 2.37) and a
range of friction coefficients is shown and clearly indicates that increased frictional loading
regularly reduces the magnitude of the normal impulse. The result also shows that as
frictional loading approaches unity and the normal impulsive load uniformly converges to
a common final numerical result. Finally, the dissipation of normal compressive impulse
is a gradual process at shallow angles of impact, whereas steep angular contact promotes a
more abrupt decline.
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Figure 2.8 Normal compressive impulse versus the length of the bristle.
m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8 rad / s, 1 = 0.3 . The blue round dot shown in the
figure is the specified operating condition that is typically used for the wire impact tool.

Figure 2.9 Normal compressive impulse versus the speed ratio. m = 8.387×10-5 kg ,

1 = 0.3 , rh = 0.0275m, L = 0.027 m . The blue round dot shown in the figure is the
specified operating condition that is typically used for the wire impact tool.
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The relationship between the normal compressive impulse and bristle length is shown
in Figure 2.8, whereby a linear relationship is shown for a hub having various radii. This
linear relationship is also seen in Figure 2.9 when examined for speed ratio and angular
velocities of the hub.
In agreement with Eq. (2.7), the work done by the normal force during the compression is
pcy

Wy (pcy ) =

v

Cy

dp y ,

(2.38)

0

where v Cy represents the velocity of the tip in the y direction.
Taking Eq. (2.24) into the equation above:
pcy

Wy (pcy ) =

 −(Lsin  + r

h

sin )dp y .

(2.39)

0

Then, bringing Eq. (2.34) into the equation above leads to

Wy (pcy ) =

(1 cos  + sin )sin  2
pcy − RLsin pcy − rh sin pcy .
2m / 3

(2.40)
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Figure 2.10 Work of normal impulse during compression as a function of friction
coefficient. rh = 0.0275 m , L = 0.027 m , m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8rad / s .
The role that friction coefficient 1 and bristle impact angle  play in performing
work during the impact process have been examined and are reported in Figure 2.10. The
work of the normal impulse during compression is shown in above and indicates that an
increased impact angle of inclination is accompanied by increased work. This result
indicates that a greater amount of kinetic energy is transferred from the bristle to the
target surface as the angle of inclination increases. While it is known that some elastic
strain energy will be released during restitution in the form of kinetic energy as the bristle
changes direction and rebounds from the target surface, some energy is dissipated due to
plastic deformation. Therefore, one may conjecture that a greater inclination angle can
lead to or promote greater (compressive) residual stresses on and within the target
surface.
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Conversely, in Figure 2.10 one may observe that an increase in the friction coefficient
causes the work of normal compression impulse to decrease, indicating that as expected,
more energy would be lost to friction forces between the bristle tip and target surface at
impact. Since rebound of the bristle tip is desired to create the anchor profile, this may
suggest that a target surface having very large friction coefficient can decrease the
effectiveness of the tool. However, the nature and magnitude of the friction coefficient
that is generated during the bristle blasting process is not known at this time.

Figure 2.11 Normal compressive work versus the length of the bristle. 1 = 0.3

m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8rad / s . The blue round dot shown in the figure
is the operation condition of the wire impact tool.

The role that the length of the bristle L and the radius of the hub rh play in
performing work during the impact process have been examined and are reported in
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Figure 2.11. One can observe that an increasing length of the bristle is accompanied by
the increasing amount of normal compressive work, which indicates that a greater
amount of kinetic energy is transferred from the bristle to the target surface as the length
of the bristle increases. Once again, while it is known that some elastic strain energy will
be released during restitution in the form of kinetic energy as the bristle changes direction
and rebounds from the target surface, some energy is dissipated due to plastic
deformation. Therefore, one may conjecture that a greater length of the bristle can lead to
or promote greater (compressive) residual stresses on and within the target surface.

Figure 2.12 Normal compressive work versus the speed ratio. m = 8.387×10-5 kg ,

1 = 0.3 , rh = 0.0275m, L = 0.027 m . The blue round dot shown in the figure is the
operation condition of the wire impact tool.
The relations between normal compressive work and the speed ratio is shown in
Figure 2.12, the figure above shows that an increasing speed ratio results in more normal
compressive work, which brings in more residual stresses on and within the target
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surface. In addition to that, under a certain value of speed ratio, the increasing angular
velocity of the hub also leads to a higher normal compressive work, which indicates that
a greater amount of kinetic energy is transferred from the bristle to the target surface as
the angular velocity of the hub increases.
During the restitution phase, in a similar way, combining Eq. (2.29b) with Eq. (2.25) and
then integrating both sides leads to
 (p y )

py

1 2
mL d =  ( 2 L cos  − Lsin )dp y .

3
pcy
 (pcy )

(2.41)

After solving the equation above, we have

(p y ) =

( 2 cos  − sin )(p y − pcy )
mL / 3

+ (pcy ) , v C  ˆj > 0 .

(2.42)

rh
 , v C  ˆj > 0 .
L

(2.43)

Taking Eq. (2.36) into the equation above:

(p y ) =

( 2 cos  − sin )(p y − p cy )
mL / 3

−

Then the work done by the normal force during the restitution is
pfy

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy ) =

v

Cy

dp y .

(2.44)

pcy

Taking Eq. (2.24) into the equation above:
pfy

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy ) =

 −(Lsin  + r

h

pcy

where pfy represents the normal final impulse.
Bringing Eq. (2.43) into Eq. (2.45) results in

Wy (p fy ) − Wy (p cy ) =

(sin  −  2 cos )L sin 
(pfy 2 − pcy 2 )
2mL / 3

sin )dp y .

(2.45)
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−[

(sin  −  2 cos )pcy
mL / 3

L sin  −

rh
L sin  + rh sin ](p fy − p cy ) . (2.46)
L

According to the definition [44], the energetic coefficient of restitution is
e*2  −

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy )
Wy (pcy )

,

(2.47)

where Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy ) is the work done by the normal force during the restitution.
Taking Eqs. (2.37), (2.40), (2.46) into Eq. (2.47), we finally have the normal final
impulse:
1
pfy = { m[LR + rh ]{sin + e*{[sin −  2cos][sin + 1cos]}1/2 −  2cos}} /
3

[sin 2  − 1 2  cos 2 + 1 cos  sin  −  2 cos  sin ] .

(2.48)

Figure 2.13 Normal final impulse (i.e., Eq. 2.48) versus restitutive friction coefficient.
rh = 0.0275 m , L = 0.027 m , m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8rad / s,  = 23.4 ,
e* = 0.42.
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Figure 2.14 Normal final impulse (i.e., Eq. 2.48) versus compressive friction coefficient.
 = 23.4 . rh = 0.0275 m, L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg, R = 3.23,  = 261.8 rad / s,
e* = 0.42

The final impulse (i.e., Eq. 2.48) is plotted in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 for the two different
friction coefficients 1 ,  2 , and shows that a decrease in pfy occurs as the compressive
coefficient of friction increases. Also, as the restitutive coefficient of friction increases,

pfy also increases.
For impulse applied after slip is halted ( v C  ˆi  0 ), the stiction friction coefficient 
can be obtained through v C  ˆi = 0 ; that is, taking Eq. (2.24) into this expression, we
obtain
L cos  + rh cos  = 0 .

Substituting Eq. (2.43) into the equation above leads to

(2.49)
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[

( cos  − sin )(p y − pcy )
mL / 3

−

rh
]L cos  + rh cos  = 0 .
L

(2.50)

In our model, we have L = rh . That is , Eq. (2.50) can be simplified as
 = tan  .

(2.51)

The physical meaning of stiction friction coefficient is shown in Figure 2.13 whereby the
friction coefficient condition    = tan  leads to an arbitrarily large solution. That is,
there is no rebound phenomena during the impact event if    = tan  . However, it does
remain as a theoretically admissible outcome. According to observations through the
high-speed camera, there is no stiction found upon impact. This is currently believed to
be an anomaly of this monofilament rigid impact model. A similar phenomenon is seen
in Figure 2.14 where the restitutive coefficient of friction approaches the stiction
coefficient of friction.
In this next part, we will investigate the work done by the shearing force. By taking
Eqs. (2.28a) into (2.27), we have the differential of generalized impulse:

d = (L cos  +

Lsin 
)dp x, v C  ˆj < 0 .
1

(2.51)

Equating Eqs. (2.25) and (2.51) and integrating two sides above:
 (p x )



 (0)

x
1 2
Lsin 
mL d(p x ) =  (L cos  +
)dp x .
3

1
0

p

(2.52)

where (p x ) represents the angular velocity with respect to tangential impulse.
Then we have

(p x ) =
namely,

(cos  + sin  / 1 )p x
+ (0) ,
mL / 3

(2.53)
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(p x ) =

(cos  + sin  / 1 )p x
+ R, v C  ˆj < 0
mL / 3

(2.54)

Similar to Eq. (2.36), at the end of the compression phase, the velocity constraint in the
normal direction is 0, therefore we have the angular velocity at the end of the
compression:
(pcx ) = −

rh
,
L

(2.55)

where pcx is the tangential impulse during the compression.
Using Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55), we have

rh
]
L
.
pcx =
3(cos  + sin  / 1 )
−mL[R +

(2.56)

Figure 2.15 Tangential impulse during compression as a function of friction coefficient.
rh = 0.0275 m , L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8rad / s .

Tangential impulse (Eq. 2.56) is examined in Figure 2.15 for various compressive friction
coefficients and entrance impact angles. The trend clearly indicates that increased friction
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during the impact process leads to a significantly increased tangential impulse. At the
same time, shallow impact angles (vertical line through data) lead to increased tangential
impulse. Taken together, these results suggest that both friction and the entrance impact
angle play a key role in generating impulsive shear load. This may account for the
extensive chip formation that is shown in Figure 1.7, which has appropriately been
termed as “shoveling” impact crater formation. This topic will be reexamined again in
Chapter 4.
Finally, we have the shear compressive work
Wx (pcx ) =

pcx

v

Cx

dp x ,

(2.57)

0

where vCx represents the velocity of the tip in the x direction.
Bringing Eqs. (2.24), (2.53) and (2.54) into the equation above:

(1cos+sin)pcx 2
Wx (pcx ) = [Rpcx −
]L cos  + rh cos pcx .
2mL / 3

(2.58)

Figure 2.16 Work of tangential impulse during compression as a function of friction
coefficient rh = 0.0275 m , L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R=3.23,  = 261.8rad / s .
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Similarly, the shear compressive work done during impact (Eq. 2.58) is examined in
Figure 2.16 for various compressive friction coefficients and entrance impact angles. The
trend is clearly the same as the previously examined data in Figure 2.15 and, therefore,
analogous observations can be offered. That is, shearing action of the bristle tip onto the
treated surface is known to be one of the most dominant mechanisms of material removal
in erosion. We can conclude that both the entrance impact angle and friction coefficient
play a key role in the kinematic and kinetic material removal response, respectively.

Figure 2.17 Tangential compressive work versus the length of the bristle.
m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R=3.23,  = 261.8 rad / s, 1 = 0.3 . The blue round dot shown in the
figure is the operation condition of the wire impact tool.

In Figure 2.17, the relation between the length of the bristle and the tangential
compressive work is examined. The trend clearly indicates that the increasing length of
bristle results in more tangential compressive work. At the same time, an increasing
radius of hub also brings in higher tangential compressive work. Put together, these
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results suggest that both length of the bristle and the radius of hub play key roles in
generating impulsive shear load, which may account for the extensive chip formation.

Figure 2.18 Tangential compressive work versus the speed ratio. m = 8.387×10-5 kg ,
1 = 0.3 , rh = 0.0275m, L = 0.027 m . The blue round dot shown in the figure is the
operation condition of the wire impact tool.

In Figure 2.18, the relation between the speed ratio and tangential compressive work
is studied. The trend shows that with the increasing of speed ratio R, the tangential
compressive work also increases. In addition, under the certain value of the speed ratio,
an increasing angular velocity of the hub also leads to an increased tangential
compressive work. In all, one can conclude that an increased speed ratio and/or angular
velocity of hub can benefit the chip formation process.
In Figures 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21 the relationship between total compressive work (i.e.,
both normal and shear compressive work) and several different parameters of interest are
shown. The results have similar behavior to that reported for tangential compressive
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work, however the tangential work is significantly greater (one order of magnitude) than
that reported for normal compressive work.

Figure 2.19 Work of total impulse during compression as a function of friction coefficient
Wc = Wcy (Fig2.10) + Wcx (Fig.2.16), rh = 0.0275 m, L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg, R = 3.23,

 = 261.8rad / s . The blue round dot shown in the figure is the operation condition of the
wire impact tool.

Figure 2.20 Work of total impulse during compression as a function of friction coefficient.
Wc = Wy (Fig2.11) + Wx (Fig.2.17), rh = 0.0275 m, L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg, R = 3.23,

 = 261.8rad / s . The blue round dot shown in the figure is the operation condition of the
wire impact tool.
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Figure 2.21 Work of total impulse during compression as a function of bristle length.
Wc = Wy (Fig2.12) + Wx (Fig.2.18), rh = 0.0275 m, L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg,
 = 261.8 rad / s, rh = 0.0275 m .

2.3.2.2 Case 2: μ = μ1 = μ 2 .
When friction coefficient is constant during the impact and  = 1 = 2 , Eqs. (2.29a)
and (2.29b) could be written as
d = −(L cos  + L sin )dp y , v C  ˆj < 0 and d = (L cos  − L sin )dp y , v C  ˆj > 0 .

(2.59a, 2.59b)
In a similar way, equating Eqs. (2.59a), (2.59b) with Eq. (2.25) , and integrating the
equations respectively, then we get the following results:
(p y ) = R −

and (p y ) =

( cos  + sin )
p y , v C  ˆj < 0 ,
mL / 3

( cos  − sin )(p y − pcy )
mL / 3

−

rh
 , v C  ˆj > 0 ,
L

According to the velocity constrain, using Eqs. (2.36) and (2.60a) leads to

(2.60a)

(2.60b)
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rh
]mL
L
pcy =
.
3( cos  + sin )
[R +

(2.61)

Therefore, we have the normal compressive work and normal restitutive work:
Wy (p cy ) =

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy ) =

−[

(L cos  + L sin )L sin  2
pcy − RL sin pcy − rh sin pcy .
2mL2 / 3

(2.62)

(L sin  − L cos )L sin 
(pfy 2 − pcy 2 )
2
2mL / 3

(Lsin  − L cos )pcy
2

mL / 3

Lsin  −

rh
Lsin  + rh sin ](pfy − pcy ) . (2.63)
L

Taking Eqs. (2.61), (2.62), (2.63) into Eq. (2.47), we have
1
pfy = { m[LR + rh ]{sin + e*{[sin  − ucos][sin + cos]}1/2 − cos}} / [sin 2 −  2  cos 2]
3
(2.64)

Figure 2.22 Normal final impulse versus friction coefficient. rh = 0.0275 m , L = 0.027 m ,

m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8rad / s , e* = 0.42,  = 1 = 2 .

After comparing the results in Figure 2.22 with the results in Figure 2.13, one can
observe that there is minimal distinction between the data in the two figures. Therefore,
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we can conclude that distinction between incoming/outgoing frictional behavior plays a
minimal role in the final evaluation of the impact process. For the rest of the research, for
the simplicity of the mathematical equations, we will take  = 1 = 2 as our case to
investigate the impact process. This is further examined in Figure 2.23, where both
friction coefficients are identical for a range of energetic coefficients of restitution.
Generally, increased coefficient of restitution can increase the normal final impulse.

Figure 2.23 Normal final impulse versus friction coefficient. rh = 0.0275 m , L = 0.027 m ,

m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8 rad / s,  = 23.4 ,  = 1 =  2 .

Using Eq. (2.60b), we also have the ratio between the post-impact angular velocity and the
pre-impact angular velocity:

(pfy )
(0)

=

( cos  − sin )(pfy − p cy ) rh
−
.
RmL / 3
LR

(2.65)

After substituting Eqs. (2.61) and (2.64) into the equation above, the numerical study
results are shown in Figure 2.24 :
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Figure 2.24 Post-impact and pre-impact angular velocity ratio with respect to impact
angle  . rh = 0.0275 m, L = 0.027 m, m = 8.387×10-5 kg, R = 3.23,  = 261.8rad / s,
e* = 0.42 ,  = 1 = 2 .

The rebound/incident speed ratio (i.e., angular velocity ratio) is shown in Figure 2.24
for various coefficients of friction and several different impact angles. One may observe
that increased friction coefficient will result in reduced speed ratio. This result is
expected because more kinetic energy is dissipated at higher friction coefficients. Once
again, the stiction phenomena is observed as one approached the stiction friction
coefficient.
2.4 Validation of Results
2.4.1 Degeneration of Monofilament Model of the Wire Impact Tool
Figure 2.25 shows a single pendulum impact model proposed by Stronge [41]. In this
model, both the pendulum and the workpiece are treated as rigid bodies. Also the impact
angle  is arbitrary and energetic coefficient of restitution is e* , whereas the coefficient
of friction is  .
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Figure 2.25 Rigid pendulum strikes against an inelastic half surface at point C.
In a similar way, by picking  as the generalized coordinate and using the generalized
impulse-momentum principle, the ratio of final to initial angular speed is obtained. The
first validation method we are using here is to degenerate the monofilament model. By
setting the hub radius rh = 0 , this monofilament model will theoretically become the
single pendulum model as shown in Figure 2.25, which is also described in the literature.
Therefore, current model that has been developed in this research will now be used by
substituting Eqs. (2.61) and (2.64) into Eq. (2.65) and setting hub radius rh = 0 . This
numerical study is shown in Figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.26 Post-impact and pre-impact angular velocity of the degenerated model with
respect to impact angle  . rh = 0, e* = 0.42,  = 1 = 2 .

A direct comparison between the results for the currently developed model
demonstrates that excellent agreement between the two models is achieved. This helps
validate the current monofilament model.
2.4.2 Validation of Results with the Classic Double-Pendulum Model
The wire bristle impact tool is validated with a double pendulum model also solved
by Stronge [41]. First, we will review the existing rigid double pendulum model having
two identical rods. Subsequently, we will compare the newly developed formulation with
the classic double pendulum model. Thus, the review of the double pendulum problem as
proposed by Stronge is now reviewed.
2.4.2.1 Review of Double Pendulum Problem
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Figure 2.27 shows the schematic of the double pendulum during the impact. The two
rods shown in the figure above, OB and BC, are identical with mass M and length L. OB
is suspended from a frictionless hinge O, OB and BC are joined at B. When this double
pendulum collides against the inelastic surface at tip C, the impact angles of rods OB and
BC are 1 ,  2 , respectively.

Figure 2.27 Rigid double pendulum with two rods colliding against an inelastic half
space.

Assume the energetic coefficient of restitution between the tip C and the surface is
e* , and the friction coefficient during compression and restitution are the same with  .

First, let us define the generalized speeds as q1  L1 , q 2  L2 / 2, respectively, then the
kinetic energy of this double-pendulum system is
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T=

ML2
M
[412 + 2 2 + 312 cos(1 − 2 )] = [2q12 + 2q 2 2 + 3q1q 2 cos(1 − 2 )] .
6
3

(2.66)

Hence, the differential of generalized momentum on each rod are

dOB =

T M
T M
= [4dq1 + 3dq 2 cos(2 − 1 )], d BC =
= [4dq 2 + 3dq1 cos(2 − 1 )].
q1 3
q 2 3
(2.67a, 2.67b)

The velocity of tip C can be written as
v C = −(q1 cos 1 + 2q 2 cos 2 )ˆi + (q1 sin 1 + 2q 2 sin 2 ) ˆj .

(2.68)

Therefore, the generalized impulse on each rod is
d OB = dp 

 vC
v
= −dp x cos 1 + dp y sin 1 , d BC = dp  C = −2dp x cos 2 + 2dp y sin 2 ,
q1
q 2

(2.69a,2.69b)
According to the Amontons-Coulomb law, we have the following equations:
dp x = −dp y ( v C  ˆj < 0 ) and dp x = dp y ( v C  ˆj > 0 ),

(2.70a,270b)

During the compression phase, taking Eq. (2.70a) into Eqs. (2.69a) and (2.69b):
d OB = ( cos 1 + sin 1 )dp y , d BC = (2 cos 2 + 2sin 2 )dp y ,

(2.71a,2.71b)

Equating Eqs.(2.71a) and (2.71b) with Eqs.(2.67a) and (2.67b),
respectively:
3
( cos 1 + sin 1 )dp y  b1dp y ,
M

(2.72a)

3
(2 cos 2 + 2sin 2 )dp y  b 2dp y .
M

(2.72b)

4dq1 + 3dq 2 cos(2 − 1 ) =
4dq 2 + 3dq1 cos(2 − 1 ) =

After solving the system equations above, the following equations are obtained:
9
3
4dq1 − cos 2 (2 − 1 )dq1 = [b1 − cos(2 − 1 )b 2 ]dp y , p y  p sy .
4
4

(2.73a)
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[3cos(2 − 1 ) −

4b 2
16
]dq 2 = [b1 −
]dp y , p y  p sy .
3cos(2 − 1 )
3cos(2 − 1 )

(2.73b)

Integrating the two equations above and bringing into boundary conditions leads to

1

q1 (p y ) = q1 (0) +  [4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 − 1 )]p y

1
, p y  p sy ,

1
q (p ) = q (0) + [4b − 3b cos( −  )]p
2
2
1
2
1
y
 2 y
1

(2.74)

where 1 = 16 − 9 cos 2 (2 − 1 ) .
When v C  ˆi = 0 , which is q1 (psy ) cos 1 + 2q 2 (psy ) cos 2 = 0 , we have the normal impulse
during the sliding:

psy =

−[q1 (0) cos 1 + 2q 2 (0) cos(2 − 1 )]1
.
[4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 − 1 )]cos 1 + 2[4b 2 − 3b1 cos(2 − 1 )]cos 2

(2.75)

When v C  ˆj = 0 , which is q1 (p cy ) sin 1 + 2q 2 (p cy ) sin 2 = 0 , the normal impulse during
the compression is obtained:

pcy =

−[q1 (0)sin 1 + 2q 2 (0)sin 2 ]1
.
[4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 1 + 2[4b 2 − 3b1 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 2

(2.76)

During the restitution phase, taking Eq. (2.70b) into Eqs. (2.69a) and (2.69b):
d OB = (− cos 1 + sin 1 )dp y , d BC = ( −2 cos 2 + 2sin 2 )dp y .

(2.77a,2.77b)

Equating Eqs.(2.77a) and (2.77b) with Eqs.(2.67a) and (2.67b),
respectively:
3
(− cos 1 + sin 1 )dp y  b1dp y ,
M

(2.78a)

3
(−2 cos 2 + 2sin 2 )dp y  b2dp y .
M

(2.78b)

4dq1 + 3dq 2 cos(2 − 1 ) =
4dq 2 + 3dq1 cos(2 − 1 ) =

After solving the system of equations above, the following equations are obtained:
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9
3
4dq1 − cos 2 (2 − 1 )dq1 = [b1 − cos(2 − 1 )b2 ]dp y , p y  p sy .
4
4

[3cos(2 − 1 ) −

(2.79a)

4b2
16
]dq 2 = [b1 −
]dp y , p y  p sy .
3cos(2 − 1 )
3cos(2 − 1 )

(2.79b)

After integrating the equations above and bringing into boundary conditions:
p y − psy

[4b1 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b 2 ] + q1 (p sy )
q1 (p y ) =
1

, p y  p sy .

p
−
p
sy
q (p ) = y
[4b 2 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b1 ] + q 2 (p sy )
2
y



1

(2.80)

Next, the work done by the normal force during the compression is
pcy

Wy (pcy ) =

v

Cy

dp .

(2.81)

0

Taking Eq. (2.68) into the equation above:
pcy

Wy (pcy ) =

 (q sin 
1

1

+ 2q 2 sin 2 )dp y .

(2.82)

0

Bringing Eqs. (2.74) into the equation above:

Wy (p cy ) =  q1 (0) sin 1 + 2q 2 (0) sin 2  p cy

+ [4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 1 + 2[4b 2 − 3b1 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 2 

pcy 2
21

.

(2.83)

In a similar way, the work done by the normal force between the end of compression and
the end of sliding is
Wy (psy ) − Wy (p cy ) =  q1 (0) sin 1 + 2q 2 (0) sin 2  (psy − p cy ) +

[4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 1 + 2[4b 2 − 3b1 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 2 

(psy 2 − pcy 2 )
21

.

(2.84)
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Also, we have work done by the normal force between the end of sliding and the end of
impact is
pfy

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (psy ) =

v

pfy
Cy

dp =

psy

 (q sin 
1

1

+ 2q 2 sin 2 )dp y .

(2.85)

psy

Bringing Eq. (2.80) into the equation above:

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (psy ) =

psy 2 − pfy 2 / 2
2

[4b1 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b 2 ]sin 1

+

psy 2 − 2psy pfy + pfy 2
1

[4b 2 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b1 ]sin 2 . (2.86)

According to the definition of energetic coefficient of restitution[44]:
e*2 = −

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy )
Wy (pcy )

=−

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (psy ) + Wy (psy ) − W(p cy )
Wy (pcy )

.

(2.87)

After taking Eqs. (2.83), (2.84), (2.86) into the equation above, we have the expression of
normal final impulse:
p fy = f (M, 1 , 2 , rh , L, , e* ) .

(2.88)

For impulse applied after slip is halted (ps  p  pf ) , the critical coefficient of friction 
is obtained from v C  ˆi = 0 , which is

q1 cos 1 + 2q2 cos 2 = 0 .

(2.89)

Substituting Eq. (2.80) into the equation above, we obtain the stiction friction coefficient:

=

8sin 2 cos 2 + 2sin 1 cos 1 − 3sin(1 + 2 ) cos(2 − 1 )
.
8cos 2 2 + 2cos 12 − 6cos 1 cos 2 cos(2 − 1 )

This concludes the review of the double pendulum problem.
2.4.2.2 Modification of Current Formulation for Direct Comparison

(2.90)
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We may now return to the comparison of the newly developed formulation with that
of the classic double pendulum model. The logic of this comparison is based upon the
following: by merely allowing the mass (inertia) of the rod OB to become arbitrarily
large, then the link OB will offer the hub unimpeded motion. That is, this rod is going to
become dominant, which will ultimately lead to the invariant motion of link OB.
Subsequently, close agreement must result between the two different models.
To accomplish this, the monofilament model of the wire impact tool will now
correspond to that of link BC. The two rods shown in Figure 2.27, OB and BC, have
mass m1 and m 2 with the same length L. However, as previously stated, the mass m1
will now be arbitrarily large. That is m1 = n  m2 , where n is allowed to increase without
bound. The kinetic energy of the system is

m
1
1
1
1
T = m1L2 12 + m 2 L22 2 + m 2 L212 + 2 L22 2 + m 212 L2 cos(1 − 2 ) .(2.91)
6
24
2
8
2
Denoting

q1  L1 , q 2 

L2
.
2

(2.92)

Then Eq. (2.91) might be written as

1
2
1
T = m1q12 + m 2q 2 2 + m 2q12 + m 2q1q 2 cos(1 − 2 ) .
6
3
2

(2.93)

So that the differential of the generalized momentums on each rod are

dOB =

T m1
=
dq1 + m 2dq1 + m 2dq 2 cos(1 − 2 ),
q1
3

(2.94a)

T 4
= m 2dq 2 + m 2dq1 cos(1 − 2 ) .
q 2 3

(2.94b)

d BC =
The velocity of tip C:
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vC = −(q1 cos 1 + 2q 2 cos 2 )ˆi + (q1 sin 1 + 2q 2 sin 2 ) ˆj .

(2.95)

Therefore, we have the differential of generalized impulse as follows:
d OB = dp 

 vC
v
= −dp x cos 1 + dp y sin 1 ,d BC = dp  C = −2dp x cos 2 + 2dp y sin 2 .(2.96a,2.96b)
q1
q 2

Taking Eqs. (2.70) into the equation above:
d OB = ( cos 1 + sin 1 )dp y  b3dp y , d BC = (2 cos 2 + 2sin 2 )dp y  b 4dp y , v C  ˆj < 0 .

(2.97a)
d OB = (− cos 1 + sin 1 )dp y  b3dp y , d BC = (−2 cos 2 + 2sin 2 )dp y  b 4 dp y , v C  ˆj > 0 .

(2.97b)
In a similar way, after equating Eqs. (2.94a), (2.94b) with Eqs. (2.96a), (2.96b) and
bringing into the boundary conditions, respectively, we get

[4b3 − 3b 4 cos(1 − 2 )]

p y + q1 (0)
q1 (p y ) =
2

, p y  p sy ,

(n
+
3)b
−
3cos(

−

)b
4
1
2
3
q (p ) =
p y + q 2 (0)
2
y
2

4m
(n
/
3
+
1)
−
3m
cos
(

−
2 )

2
2
1

(2.98a)

p y − psy

q
(p
)
=
q
(p
)
+
[4b3 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b 4 ]
1
sy
 1 y
2

, p y  p sy ,

(n
+
3)b
−
3cos(

−

)b
q (p ) =
4
1
2
3
(p y − psy ) + q 2 (psy )
 2 y
2


(2.98b)

where m1 / m 2 = n, 4m1 / 3 + 4m 2 − 3m 2 cos 2 (1 − 2 ) =  2 .
First, post-impact velocity of rod BC is examined in Figure 2.28 as the mass ratio
becomes arbitrarily large. Ultimately, this shows that the post impact velocity of link
BC approaches a uniform speed that is independent of link OB. This is the expected
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result that one may anticipate because the role of link OB has been uncoupled from
the adjoining link BC.

Figure 2.28 Post-impact angular velocity of rod BC (Eq. (2.98b)) as a function of mass
ratio. 2 =  / 6, 1 (0) = −0.1rad / s, 2 (0) = −0.22rad / s, e* = 0.5,  = 1 =  2 = 0.5, m 2 = 5 kg,

m1 = n  m2 .
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Figure 2.29 Post-impact angular velocity of rod OB (Eq. (2.98b)) as a function of mass
ratio 1 =  / 9, 2 =  / 6, 1 (0) = −0.1rad / s, m2 = 5kg , m1 = nm2 ,  = 1 = 2 = 0.5,
2 (0) = −0.2 rad / s, e* = 0.5.

According to Figure 2.29, we can observe that with the increasing mass ratio, the
mass of the rod OB becomes dominant, and the post-impact angular velocity of rod OB
becomes convergent to a certain numerical value, which is the same value with preimpact angular speed of rod OB. In other words, the speed of rod OB becomes invariant
during impact when mass ratio n becomes large. It is exciting to notice that this is the
exact same behavior of the actual hub which drives the monofilament.
Continuing, when vC  ˆi = 0, (which corresponds to the actual velocity constraint),
the use of Eq. (2.98a) in q1 cos 1 + 2q2 cos 2 = 0 , we obtain

psy = −

(q1 cos 1 + 2q 2 cos 2 ) 2
2cos 2 [b 4 (n + 3) − 3b3 cos(1 − 2 )] + cos 1[4b3 − 3b 4 cos(1 − 2 )]

When vC  ˆj = 0, which is q1 sin 1 + 2q2 sin 2 = 0 , we have

.

(2.99)
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pcy =

−(q1 sin 1 + 2q 2 sin 2 ) 2
. (2.100)
sin 1[4b3 − 3b 4 cos(1 − 2 )] + 2sin 2 [b 4 (n + 3) − 3b3 cos(1 − 2 )]

As we mentioned before, the normal compressive work can be obtained as
pcy

Wy (pcy ) =

v

Cy

dp .

(2.101)

0

Substituting Eq. (2.95) into the equation above:
pcy

Wy (pcy ) =

 (q sin 
1

1

+ 2q 2 sin 2 )dp y .

(2.102)

0

Taking Eq. (2.98a) into Eq. (2.102):

Wy (p cy ) =  q1 (0) sin 1 + 2q 2 (0) sin 2  p cy

+ [4b3 − 3b 4 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 1 + 2[(n + 3)b 4 − 3b3 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 2 

pcy 2
2 2

. (2.103)

In a similar way,
Wy (psy ) − Wy (p cy ) =  q1 (0) sin 1 + 2q 2 (0) sin 2  (psy − p cy )

+ [4b3 − 3b 4 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 1 + 2[(n + 3)b 4 − 3b3 cos(2 − 1 )]sin 2 

psy 2 − pcy 2
2 2

. (2.104)

Also, we have
pfy

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (psy ) =



pfy

vCy dp =

psy

 (q sin 
1

1

+ 2q 2 sin 2 )dp y .

(2.105)

psy

Substituting Eq.(2.98b) into the equation above:

Wy (p fy ) − Wy (psy ) =

psy 2 − pfy 2 / 2
2

+

[4b3 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b 4 ]sin 1

psy 2 − 2psy pfy + pfy 2
2

[(n + 3)b 4 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b3 ]sin 2 . (2.106)
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The energetic coefficient of restitution is

e*2 = −

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (pcy )
Wy (pcy )

=−

Wy (pfy ) − Wy (psy ) + Wy (psy ) − Wy (p cy )
Wy (pcy )

.

(2.107)

Taking Eqs. (2.103), (2.104), (2.106) into the equation above, we can get the expression
of normal final impulse:
pfy = f (m1 , m 2 , 1 , 2 , rh , L, , e* ) .

(2.108)

The Figure 2.30 shows our numerical study result:

Figure 2.30 Friction coefficient versus normal final impulse of modified double pendulum.
m 2 = 8.387 10−5 kg, m1 = 5.87110 −2 kg, 1 (0) = −261.8 rad s , 2 (0) = −845.6 rad s ,

1 = 2 = 23.4 , e* = 0.42,  = 1 = 2 , L = 0.027 m .
For impulse applied after the slip is halted, the stiction coefficient of friction  is
obtained when
v C  ˆi = 0 .

Taking Eqs. (2.98b) into the equation above leads to

(2.109)
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{q1 (psy ) +

p y − psy
2

[4b3 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b 4 ]}L + [

(n + 3)b 4 − 3cos(1 − 2 )b3
(p y − psy ) + q 2 (psy )]L = 0
2

(2.110)
namely,

 = tan  ,

(2.111)

which is the same with our monofilament model shown in Eq. (2.51).
In conclusion, the numerical study result depicted in Figure 2.30 and the analytical result
of stiction friction coefficient displayed in Eq. (2.111) demonstrates agreement of the
monofilament model with the modified double pendulum problem.
2.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the “cued system” of the wire impact tool has been introduced and
the detailed designing process was also briefly presented. After providing the derivation
of generalized impulse-momentum principle for one degree of freedom (i.e. governing
equation for the monofilament system), a mechanics-based monofilament rigid body
model was built up to investigate the impact process. Subsequently, the single pendulum
impact model and double pendulum impact model were utilized to prove the validity of
the monofilament model. Based on the research above, the following conclusions are
reached:
(1) The success of the wire impact tool can be attributed to the “cued system”. By
selecting the proper stiffness of the belt k T , the speed of the hub  and some other
independent parameters (e.g. radius of hub rh , length of bristle L etc.), the correct
position of the accelerator bar was calculated so that the “cued system” can take place
during the impact.
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(2) After providing the derivation of the generalized impulse-momentum principle for
the single DOF system, this governing equation was applied to develop monofilament
rigid impact model, and the results were validated by published single pendulum model
and double pendulum model. That is, the two different cases studies showed excellent
agreement.
(3) The energetic coefficient of restitution was utilized in the impact process to build the
bridge between compressive/restitutive process. That is, the compressive impulse and
compressive work performed during impact may provide a rational basis that help explain
bristle tip material removal performance during the impact process.
(4) The numerical study of normal compressive work, tangential compressive work for a
range of friction coefficient, bristle length, radius of the hub, speed ratio was examined.
That is, an increased friction coefficient, bristle length, radius of hub, and speed ratio may
lead to an increased tangential compressive work, which ultimately benefits the chip
formation. In addition to that, an increased impact angle is also accompanied by larger
normal compressive work, which indicates that a greater amount of kinetic energy is
transferred from the bristle to the target surface, therefore, one may conjecture that a
greater inclination angle can lead to or promote greater (compressive) residual stresses on
and within the target surface.
(5) The stiction phenomenon has been found when examining the normal final impulse
and rebound/incident speed ratio for various impact angle and friction coefficient as

  tan  . Therefore,  = tan  is called stiction friction coefficient. However, it does
only remain as a theoretically admissible outcome. According to observations through the
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high-speed camera, there is no stiction found upon impact. This is currently believed to
be an anomaly of this monofilament rigid impact model.
(6) The present research has formulated the impact problem to facilitate a change in
friction coefficient for compressive friction coefficient and restitutive friction coefficient.
Nonetheless, the distinction between incoming/outgoing friction coefficient plays a
minimal role in the final evaluation of the impact process.
(7) The single pendulum impact model was used to prove the validity of the
monofilament model. By degenerating the monofilament (i.e. setting the radius of hub
equals to 0), the rebound/incoming ratio results from two models showed excellent
agreement.
(8) A modified double-pendulum model was also used to validate the monofilament
model. By increasing the mass ratio of the rod OB to rod BC, the rod OB presents the
same behavior of the hub in the monofilament model and rod BC shows the same
behavior of the monofilament. That is, the angular velocity of OB becomes invariant
during impact, but the angular velocity of BC still varies. Subsequently, after comparing
the results regarding the normal final impulse from two models, the numerical study
results between them showed excellent agreement.
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3 NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION OF THEORETICAL IMPACT FORCE

In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that use of the generalized impulsemomentum principle can provided a means to forecast the normal impulse and shear
impulse that ensues during bristle tip/workpart impact. This approach, however, does not
facilitate the calculation of discrete forces that comprise the impulse event. That is,
details remain unspecified for the force history F(t) that comprises the compressive
impulse, namely
tc

pc =  F(t)dt ,

(3.1)

0

where pc = pcx 2 + pcy 2 , p cx is the tangential compressive impulse from Eq. (2.37) and
p cy is the normal compressive impulse from Eq. (2.56).

Moreover, there is a dearth of experimental data in the literature that provides reliable
time-sequenced impact force data for rigid body collision processes during
compressive/restitutive events.
In this chapter, a method is proposed for generating discrete forces F(ti), (i= 1,..n),
which is guided by reputable experimental impact data reported in the literature. To this
end, recently reported impact data is identified that will provide a rational basis for
synthesizing a time-dependent approximation of the detailed force history that is peculiar
to the current research. First, recently published experimental data reported by Yu et al.
[39] for pseudo-rigid body impact is obtained, and a general model is proposed for
replicating the salient features of the measured data. Next, a scheme is devised that can
render the experimental data into a normalized form that facilitates the pairing of discrete
impulse events with the current impact problem. Finally, the two different impact events
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are compared and aligned by using a time-normalized (i.e., time independent) rendering
of the discrete impulsive data.
3.1 Numerical/Analytical Representation of Experimental Impact Data
First, we seek detail experimental impact data that can facilitate the evaluation of
unknown forces F(t) appearing in Eq. (3.1). To this end, the measured impact data
recently reported by Yu et al. is shown in Figure 3.1:

Figure 3.1 Discrete data recorded during impact event as measured by Yu, et al. [39] for
the collision of a spherical steel ball with a flat steel plate surface.

The data shown in Figure 3.1 has been acquired during the collision of a spherical steel
ball with a flat steel plate surface and will now be used to extract the salient features of
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bristle/workpart rigid body contact. First, a numerical approximation of the impact event
is modeled via a least square approach, such that the error function is
m

E =  (F(tD )i − F(t)i ) 2 = 0 ,
2

(3.2)

i =1

where F(tD ) is the discrete data obtained from Figure 3.1, and the analytical-numerical
approximation of the impact data is chosen as follows (See Appendix 2 for the detail):
m

F(t )=  ci ei t {
i =1

2t f  /10
2(t  + t f  /10)
F*
[cos
− cos
]} , i=1,2…,m, 0  t   t f  (3.3)
2




t f + 2t f /10
t f + 2t f /10

where parameters ci ,  i are obtained subject to the condition

 2E
 2E
=0 .
;
=
0
 i 2
ci 2

(3.4)

Thus, the analytical-numerical model of the impact event is composed of two parts: an
exponential series and trigonometric function. Solutions to Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) have been
obtained for a range of series parameters (i =1 , 2, 3, …,) and results have shown that
additional series terms (i.e., i=2,3, …) have little or no effect on improved numerical
accuracy. That is, i=1 appears adequate for modeling the experimental data reported by
Yu. and the proposed representation for experimental data yields the following:

F(t ) = 1.3935e−101.6189t [145 − 167.5cos

2(t  + 0.0005)
] , 0  t  t f 
0.006

(3.5)

where numerical approximation of the measured data is shown in Figure 3.2 throughout
the time interval 0  t   t f  .
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Figure 3.2 Representation of experimental impact data showing calculated inflection
point F = 0, and maximum force at F = 0 .

Numerical results for the experimental data have been obtained for the maxima
(

F(t)
= 0 ) and has led to a peak force that occurs at
t

t = 2.328 10−3 s .

(3.6)

Moreover, the impulse during compression is calculated as

pc =

2.32810−3


0

1.3935e−101.6189t [145 − 167.5cos

2(t  + 0.0005)
] = 0.4269 N  m .
0.006

(3.7)

Together, the above numerical solutions for peak force recorded at the conclusion of the
compressive event as well as the total compressive impulse reported by Yu, et al. [39]differ
by less than 5 percent. Further, the numerical position of the inflection point varies by
approximately 5 percent when compared with the raw data.
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3.2 Normalization and Time-Equivalence of Discrete Impact Data
Substituting Eqs. (2.37) and (2.56) into Eq. (3.1), the expression of the compressive
impulse is
2

2

rh
rh

 

t
 [(R + L ]mL   [R + L ]mL 
pc =  F(t)dt = 
 +
 .
3(

cos

+
sin

)
3(

cos

+
sin

)
0

 


 


(3.8)

Bringing rh = 0.0275m , L = 0.027 m , m = 8.387×10-5 kg , R = 3.23 ,  = 261.8rad / s,  = 23.4
into the equation above:
t

pc =  F(t)dt = 1.619 10−3 N  s ,

(3.9)

0

where F(t) is unknown. However, a discrete numerical approximation of the above can
be written as follows:
tc

t1

t2

tm

0

0

1

t m−1

pc =  F(t)dt =  F(t)dt +  F(t)dt + ... +



m

F(t)dt =  p i = p c .

(3.10)

i =1

Such that the normalized impulse within any segment of the impact event is
m

pc =

p
i =1

i

pc

= 1.

(3.11)

Analogous to Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), the experimentally recorded data shown in Fig. 3.1
can be written
t c

t1

t 2

t m

0

0

t1

t m−1

pc =  F(t )dt  =  F(t )dt  +  F(t )dt  + .... +
along with the normalized impulse



F(t )dt  ,

(3.12)
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m
p

pc =  i = 1 .
i =1 p 
c

(3.13)

Equating (3.11) and (3.13), we obtain the identity that pairs the normalized numerical and
experimental solutions as follows:
m

 pi
i =1

pc

m

=

p 
i =1

i

pc

, i=1,2….,m

(3.14)

where pi , pi are the segmented time-synchronized impulse that relates the
analytical/numerical solution to the experimental data. According to Eq. (3.14):

pi =

pc pi
,
pc

(3.15)

for arbitrary discretization i = 1,2,...,m . Thus, we may write
t

p
p 1
p1 = c p1 = c  F(t)dt .
pc
pc 0

(3.16)

To further illustrate the comparative procedure, the compression phase is divided into ten
segments, and Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7), (3.9) into the equation above yields the following
results:
t

p 1
0.001619
p1 = c F(t )dt  =
0.4629
pc 0



2.32810−4


0



1.3935e −101.6189t [145 − 167.5cos

2(t  + 0.0005) 
]dt = 1.3 10−5 N  s
0.006

(3.17)
Likewise, the remaining nine segmented impulse sectors yield the results shown in Table
3.1.

Table 3.1 Numerical study results of the ten-segment impulse of the wire impact tool.
Impulse
pi
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p1 = pc / pc

2.32810−4



F(t )dt 

1.3 10−5 N  s

0

p 2 = pc / pc

4.65610−4



F(t )dt 

4.3  10−5 N  s

2.32810−4

p3 = pc / pc

6.98410−4



F(t )dt 

7.9 10−5 N  s

4.65610−4

p 4 = pc / pc

9.31210−4



F(t )dt 

1.18 10−4 N  s

6.98410−4

p5 = pc / pc

1.16410−3



F(t )dt 

1.56 10−4 N  s

9.31210−4

p6 = pc / p c

1.396810−3



F(t )dt 

1.93 10−4 N  s

1.16410−3

p7 = pc / p c

1.629610−3



F(t )dt 

2.24 10−4 N  s

1.396810−3

p8 = pc / p c

1.862410−3



F(t )dt 

2.49 10−4 N  s

1.629610−3

p9 = pc / p c

2.095210−3



F(t )dt 

2.67  10 −4 N  s

1.862410−3

p10 = pc / pc

2.32810−3



F(t )dt 

2.76  10 −4 N  s

2.095210−3

and a comparison of the normalized impulse yields the following anticipated result:
10

pc =

p
i =1

pc

i

(0.13 + 0.43 + 0.79 + 1.8 + 1.56 + 1.93 + 2.24 + 2.49 + 2.67 + 2.76) 10−4 1.618 10−3
=
=
1.
1.619 10−3
1.619 10−3
(3.18)
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Figure 3.3 Numerical study results of the impact curve of the wire impact tool.

Finally, the least square method results for the force approximation of the present
research is given by
F(t)=1.0160e-5.4990t [26-30cos(

2(t+0.00001)
)] .
0.00012

(3.19)

Setting F(t) / t = 0 leads to the DSFRL high speed camera imaging estimate
t c = 5  10 −5 s .

(3.20)

Using these numerical results shown above, we obtain

Fmax = F(0.00005) = 57 N .

(3.21)

The maximum resultant force here is the combination of maximum normal force and
maximum tangential force as shown in Figure 2.5. Regrettably, no comparative data has
been reported in the literature that can substantiate the correctness or accuracy of the
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above bristle peak impact force. However, the total/aggregate bristle tool force exerted
onto a flat plate has been measured [46] and is shown below in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Measured force generated by bristle blasting tool when exerted against
vertical steel surface during typical surface cleaning exercise. Two different levels of
force exertion, namely, normal (first plateau) and heavy (second plateau) were used
during the cleaning operation.
The wide envelope or “scatter-band” of recorded forces appearing in Figure 3.4 is typical
for filamentary tools. It has been conjectured that this phenomenon is a consequence of
simultaneous or near-simultaneous impact/release events that occur at any instant within
the contact zone.
3.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, experimentally measured impact data from a spherical steel ball
colliding with a flat steel plate surface model reported by Yu et al. [39] was utilized to
simulate the monofilament impact force history. By using the least square method in
conjunction with an exponential and trigonometric mode, a theoretical impact force
expression was obtained. Based on the research above, the following conclusions are
reached:
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(1) Due to the similar nature of the two models (i.e. pseudo-rigid impact model), the
published data has been used to reconstruct the hypothetical impact data of the
monofilament model.
(2) An exponential and trigonometric mathematical model showed an encouraging result
to curve-fit the existing published impact data by other authors.
(3) Finally, the two different impact events were compared and aligned by using a timenormalized (i.e., time independent) rendering of the discrete impulsive data.
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4 EVALUATION OF CRATER DEPTH GENERATED BY BRISTLE TIP

At this writing, the depth of craters that are formed during bristle blasting process is
believed to be a key measure for generating surface roughness, which is closely
monitored by field specialists during on-site steel cleaning operations. In fact, it has been
reasoned that the successful application of this tool is strictly based upon the indentation
mechanics that characterizes bristle tip/workpart surface interaction. Thus, bristle tip
speed and geometry, as well as material properties of the target surface are key indicators
that determine the feasibility of a successful outcome.
In this chapter, the detailed impact history of several parameters during collision are
examined and discussed. That is, the hypothetical variation of several impact parameters
is derived that focus on the compressive phase of the impact period. During this period,
bristle speed, cutting geometry, and advancement of the bristle tip into a ductile substrate
are evaluated. Thus, the indentation depth is computed by employing two methods,
namely, Merchant’s theory for cutting tool mechanics and a basic energy method.
4.1 Development of an Estimate for Kinematic Impact History
In this section a working model is developed that can help forecast the crater depth
that arises during the compressive impact period, 0 ≤ t ≤ tc. The period of restitution is
largely ignored because it is reasoned that bristle retraction does not contribute to the
bristle cutting action. Thus, Fig. 4.1 shows the hypothetical cutting geometry that occurs
over the compressive duration, which begins at time instant t o and concludes at t c . The
cutting path is reckoned as a circular arc, which is consistent with the bristle tip path
during contact. At the instant shown, the entrance angle of the bristle tip is shown for
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commonly specified user conditions, however, an arbitrary angle of entry is also
considered in the formulation.

Figure 4.1 Side view of a single impact crater formed in ductile substrate during the
impact process, depicting path coordinate S, crater depth delta d, at various stages of chip
formation.

Careful examination of Fig. 4.1 shows that a micro-indentation occurs that is
consistent with “shoveling” [48], as previously described in Figure 1.7b. The following
work it is aimed at evaluating the time-dependent kinematic parameters that arise during
the cutting process, including bristle angular velocity, tip velocity, mass center velocity,
and bristle tip cutting
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Figure 4.2 Hypothetical impact force and associated hypothetical parameters of point C,
based on the exponential function versus time during impact process. (0) = 845.6rad s,
L = 0.027 m, rh = 0.0275 m,  = 23.4 deg, m = 8.387 10 −5 kg, e* = 0.42,  = 261.8rad s.

geometry throughout the excursion. Initial conditions (t = 0s) are thus marked on the
basis of known operating conditions that are encountered during ordinary tool usage,
whereas the final conditions are readily determined for a bristle at rest in conjunction
with crater measurements that are available from indentation microscopy. However, the
precise transition of these kinematic parameters is subject to speculation and is indicated
by dashed lines. In the present work, the transition is approximated as first-order
exponential decay, which is consistent with the work of Yang et al. [47]; that is,
S(t) = c1 (1 − e −1t ) , 0  t  5 10−5 s .

(4.1)
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where c1 and 1 are constants and both high-speed camera and crater microscopy have
been used to specify the total impact time duration and crater depth, respectively.
Consequently, the measured cutting excursion of 325 microns leads to c1 = 3.25  10 −4 ,
whereas the velocity profile can be deduced from Eq. (4.1) and is given by

vC (t) =

dS(t)
= c11e −1t = 3.25 10−4 1e −1t .
t

(4.2)

The initial velocity of the bristle tip is given by
vC (0) = 3.25 10−4 1 = 30 m / s ,

(4.3)

and consequently 1 = 92400 . Together, these results lead to the proposed time dependent
cutting geometry and bristle tip velocity

S(t) = 3.25 10−4 (1 − e−92400t ) , vC (t) =

dS
= 30e −92400t , 0  t  5 10−5 s , (4.4a, 4.4b)
dt

respectively.

Figure 4.3 Penetration displacement with respect to time t during compression (Eq. 4.4a).
The red dash line shown in the figure is the experimental result.
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As shown in Figure 4.3, the theoretical result of penetration displacement is 320
microns (blue), the experimental result is 325 microns (red), these two results show a
remarkable agreement (1.5%).
As shown in Chapter 2, the angular velocity of the bristle is given by

(t) =

vC − rh
.
L

(4.5)

which yields the following expression for bristle angular velocity throughout impact

30e−92400t − 261.8  0.0275
(t) =
= 1111e−92400t − 266.65 .
0.027

(4.6)

Similarly, kinematic relations derived in Chapter 2 lead to the velocity of mass center

vG = rh + 

L
0.027
= 261.8  0.0275 + (1111e−92400t − 266.65) 
= 3.6 + 15e−92400t ,0  t  5  10−5 s
2
2
(4.7)

.Furthermore, according to Figure 4.1, the time dependent crater depth can be ascertained
as follows:

(t) = s(t)  sin() = 3.25 10−4 (1 − e−92400t )  sin(23.4 ) = 1.3 10−4  (1 − e −92400t ) .

(4.8)

To assess the cutting geometry of the bristle tip, a side view of the tool is shown in Fig.
4.4 below. Based upon standard wire geometry used for fabricating the tool, the crosssectional

Figure 4.4 Functional regions of the bristle, including the bristle tip, shank, knee, main
body [48].
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shape and side view of the bristle tip is shown in Fig. 4.5a and b, respectively. Thus, the
cutting edge can be approximated as an ellipse, and the use of a centrally located
coordinate system yields

x2
y2
+
=1 ,
a1 2
a2 2
( ) ( )
2
2

(4.9)

where a1 , a 2 are long axis and short axis of the ellipse. Therefore, the projection of the
crater depth on the bristle tip is defined by the coordinate

 (t) =

(t)
1.3 10−4  (1 − e −92400t )
=
= 2.8 10−4 (1 − e −92400t )
sin 28
sin 28

(4.10)

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5 Dimensions of bristle (Figure 4.5(a)), and cross-section of shank of the wire
bristle from view A − A ' (Figure 4.5 (b)).

As d is the diameter of the cross-section of the main body, we have
a 2 = d = 7.1 10−4 m ,

(4.11)

As shown in Figure 4.5, we have
a1 =

d
7.110−4
=
= 9.2 10−4 m .
cos(39.5) cos(39.5)

(4.12)
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Bringing Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) into Eq. (4.9), we get the expression of the ellipse:
x2
y2
+
= 1.
(3.55 10−4 ) 2 (4.6 10−4 ) 2

(4.13)

As shown in Figure 4.5(b), with (t) = 2.8 10−4 (1 − e−92400t ) , we obtain

y(t) =

a1
− (t) = 1.8 10−4 + 2.8 10−4 e −92400t .
2

(4.14)

Substituting Eq. (4.14) into Eq. (4.13) leads to

x(t) = (3.55 10−4 ) 2 − (1.39 10−4 + 2.16 10−4 e −92400t ) 2 .

(4.15)

and the cutting width is

b(t) = 2x(t) = 2 (3.55 10 −4 ) 2 − (1.39 10 −4 + 2.16 10 −4 e −92400t ) 2 , 0  t  5 10−5 s .
(4.16)

Figure 4.6 Cutting width b(t) with respect to time t during compressive impact (Eq.
4.16). The red dash line shown in the figure is the experimental result.
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As shown in Figure 4.6, the theoretical result of cutting width is 652 microns (blue),
the experimental result is 651 microns (red), these two results show a remarkable
agreement (0.15%). The plot of the tip coordinate b(t) is shown in Fig. 4.6 and suggests
that the cutting surface of the bristle moves rapidly toward the center of the bristle tip
during the impact process. This concludes the kinematic analysis of impact point C which
resides at the filament tip.
4.2 Theory of Orthogonal, Single Shear Plane Material Removal Mechanics
The peculiar signature of bristle blast surfaces is a consequence of bristle tip impact
and immediate rebound/retraction. Careful examination of impact craters has shown the
distinct formation of “shoveled” material that closely resemble the onset of chip
formation as shown in Figure 4.7. Thus, the interval of compressive contact 0 ≤ t ≤ tc
solely accounts for the formation

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7 (a) Hypothetical profile of crater, and (b) SEM Image of micro-indentation
caused by bristle tip impact with flat, ground API-5L surface [48].
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and termination of displaced material during interaction with a ductile machining as
evident by Figure 4.8, bristle tip impact occurs at a discrete location and advances until
further movement is not feasible. At that instant, bristle rebound occurs as forecasted by
the generalized impact.

Figure 4.8 Seven consecutive frames captured from a high-speed digital camera depicting
the approach of the bristle tip (Frame [1]); impact (Frame [2]); retraction (Frames [3], [4],
and [5]); and continued movement of the bristle tip away from the contact region (Frames
[6] and [7]).mechanics formulation that was presented in Ch 2. and the chip formed has a
geometry that closely resembles the classical theory of machining proposed by Marchant
as shown in Fig 4.9 [48].
4.2.1 Review of Classical Merchant’s Circle
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Figure 4.9 Depiction of tool interacting with ductile workpart, as examined by Merchant.
Prior to examining force system appearing in the classic Merchant’s circle there are
several underlying assumptions that are required for the analysis, namely
(1) Tool tip is sharp.
(2) The shear plane is thin.
(3) 2-D deformation.
(4) Stress on shear plane is uniformly distributed.
(5) The workpart material is rigid and perfectly plastic.
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Merchant’s circle shown in Fig. 4.9 depicts an orthogonal cutting process consisting
of horizontal cutting velocity v C along with resultant cutting force R that acts on the
material of uniform width b. Resultant force R is comprised of horizontal cutting force
Fc along the direction of cutting velocity vector v C , shear velocity v S , chip sliding

velocity v f , vertical thrust force Ft normal to cutting velocity vector v C , shear force Fs
parallel to shear plane (CG), normal force Fn normal to shear plane (CG), friction force Ff
parallel to tool rake face, and force N is normal to tool rake face,
In addition to the force components mentioned above, the merchant’s circle also
includes the following geometric parameters:
Shear angle  : the angle between the cutting velocity v C and shear plane CG;
Rake angle  : the angle between the front or cutting face of the tool and a line
perpendicular to the workpiece.
Friction angle  : the angle between the friction force Ff and the force normal to tool
rake face N.
Through the geometrical relation shown in Figure 4.9, the following relations are
obtained:

Fc = R cos(ICD) = R cos( − ) , Fs = R cos(GCD) = R cos( +  − ) . (4.17a, 4.17b)
The shear plane area is

As =

du b
,
sin()

where b is the width of cutting, d u is the depth of cutting.
Therefore, in addition to Eq. (4.17b), the shear force can also be written as

(4.18)
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Fs = As =

du b
s ,
sin()

(4.19)

where  s is the shear yield stress.
Equating (4.17b) and (4.19) results in

R=

du b
s .
sin() cos( +  − )

(4.20)

Bringing Eqs. (4.20) into (4.17a) leads to

Fc =

d u b cos( − )
s .
sin() cos( +  − )

(4.21)

Then the energy consumption during machining was evaluated by Marchant as

Pm = Fc  vC =

d u b cos( − )vC
.
sin() cos( +  − )

(4.22)

Furthermore, according to the theory of Ernst and Merchant,  and  are not functions of
the cutting velocity v C , and the shear plane angle  should minimize the work done
during cutting. Differentiating Eq. (4.22) with respect to  for minimization of Fc led to
the following

d u b cos( − )[cos  cos( +  − ) − sin  sin( +  − )]
= 0,
sin 2  cos 2 ( +  − )

(4.23)

namely,

cos(2 +  − ) = 0 .

(4.24)

 −
.
−
4
2

(4.25)

Finally, we have the shear angle
=

4.2.2 Modified Merchant’s Circle for the Monofilament Model from Wire Impact
Tool
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Next, we consider modification of the Merchant’s analysis to the peculiar contact that
occurs in the present research. That is, the bristle tip engages with the workpart surface
at an oblique angle as shown below. Therefore, when compared to the classic merchant
circle, the major difference is that the wire impact tool progressively engages the
workpart surface at impact angle  , as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Modified Merchant’s circle for the monofilament model of the wire impact
tool. Bristle tip’s position shown in the figure is the initial position of the impact at t = t 0
and the chip formation is complete at t = t n .
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Figure 4.11 Depiction of the chip formulation process during the cutting. Red dots shown
in the figure is the trajectory of the tip of the cutting tool.

In this case, the revised formulation must include a gradual machining depth which is
accompanied by a chip having variable depth throughout the contact process. These
differential depths are progressively increased as the bristle tip generates a chip as
depicted in Figure 4.11.
According to the geometrical relations shown in Figure 4.10, we have

Fc = R cos(HCD) = R cos( − ) ,

(4.26)

Fs = R cos(GCD) = R cos( +  − ) .

(4.27)

The shear plane area is

As =

GJb t d u b(t)
=
,
sin() sin()

where b t is the width of cutting, d u is the depth of cutting.
Therefore, in addition to Eq. (4.27), the shear force may also be written as

(4.28)
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Fs = As s =

d u b(t)
s .
sin()

(4.29)

where  s is the shear yield stress.
Equating Eqs. (4.27) and (4.29), we have the resultant force

R=

d u b(t)
s .
sin() cos( +  − )

(4.30)

Bringing Eqs. (4.30) into (4.26) leads to

Fc =

d u b(t) cos( − )
s .
sin() cos( +  − )

(4.31)

Next, let us assume that there is no strain hardening, therefore the condition for minimum
energy is

dFc
= 0,
d

(4.32)

namely,

cos(2 + -)
=0.
sin () cos 2 ( +  − )
2

(4.33)

Therefore, we obtain the shear angle

=

 1
− ( − ) .
4 2

(4.34)

Comparing Eq. (4.34) with Eq. (4.25), we can see that the modified Merchant model
recovers the classic Merchant’s circle model. However, there is a geometrical constraint
that needs to be considered for the problem; according to Figure 4.10, the shear angle 
must be greater than or equal to impact angle  , namely

.

(4.35)
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By directly measuring the bristle tip rake face, the rake angle (see Figure 4.10) is
obtained as follows:

 =  +  = 11.5 +  .

(4.36)

In addition, the ratio between the tangential force and normal force is friction coefficient
, which yields

ICD = arccot  .

(4.37)

The geometric relation shown in Figure 4.10 leads directly to the following

ICD = HCD + ICH =  −  + .

(4.38)

Equating Eqs. (4.37) and (4.38) and substituting Eq. (4.36) into that leads to

 =  −  + arccot  = 11.5 + arccot .

(4.39)

Taking Eqs. (4.36) and (4.39) into Eq. (4.34):

 1
1
− (11.5 + arccot  − 11.5 −  ) = 45 − (arccot  − ).
4 2
2
Bringing Eq. (4.40) into Eq. (4.35), we have
=

(4.40)

arccot   (90 − ) deg ,

(4.41)

  tan  .

(4.42)

namely,

From Chapter 2, the stiction coefficient of friction (  = tan  ) must satisfy the following
relation in order to avoid stiction during the impact

   = tan  .

(4.43)

After comparing Eqs. (4.42) and (4.43), it is apparent that there is a contradiction
between the two different results. There are several ways to explain this: one
interpretation is that as Ernst and Merchant derived the expression of shear angle (Eq.
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(4.25)), it was assumed that  ,  s is independent of  . Subsequently, Merchant found
the Eq. (4.25) agreed poorly with experimental results of mental cutting. Therefore, in
addition to Eq. (4.25), he tried an alternative solution [49]. In his new theory,
deformation and friction are reflected through a change of the force acting in the direction
to the plane of shear, thus the normal yield stress  s of the shear plane affects the shear
yield stress  s . The new relation can be written as

s = o + ks .

(4.44)

The equation above is called Bridgeman relation and k is the slop of the  −  relation,
the shear yield stress increases linearly with an increase in normal strength and the lines
intersects the shear stress axis at  o . Based on this new theory, the expression for shear
angle is

2 +  −  = C ,

(4.45)

where C is a constant decided by the workpiece material, which needs further research on
this. Back to the problem, since the problem in this chapter is essentially a separated
problem with the model we discussed in Chapter 2, we are going to select the value of 
based on constraint Eq. (4.35), that is,   tan  .
According to Eq. (4.31), the cutting depth is

du =

Fc (t)sin() cos( +  − )
.
b(t)s
cos( − )

(4.46)

Taking Eqs. (4.36), (4.39), (4.40) into the equation above leads to

du =

Fc (t)sin(45 − arccot  / 2 +  / 2) cos(45 + arccot  / 2 −  / 2)
.
b(t)s
cos(arccot  − )

(4.47)
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In contrast to the classic Merchant’s circle, the cutting force Fc (t) and the cutting width

b(t) are variable during the impact. Hence, we divide the crater depth into numerous
plies, each ply is a uniformed time increment as shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 Schematic of the impact crater divided into numerous plies.

Therefore, by using Eq. (4.47), for each ply, the expression of cutting depth is
dui =

(Fc (t i ) − Fc (t i −1))sin(45 − arccot  / 2 +  / 2) cos(45 + arccot  / 2 −  / 2)
. (4.48)
b(t i )s
cos(arccot  − )

Then, the cutting depth may be written as
n

du =

 (F (t ) − F (t
i =1

c

i

c

i −1

))sin(45 − arccot  / 2 +  / 2)
n

 b(t )
i =1

i

cos(45 + arccot  / 2 −  / 2)
. (4.49)
cos(arccot  −  )

s

According to Figure 4.12, we have the crater depth
n

d = d u cos(  ) =

 (F (t ) − F (t
i =1

c

i

c

i −1

))sin(45 − arccot  / 2 +  / 2)
n

 b(t )
i =1

i

cos(45 + arccot  / 2 −  / 2) cos(  )
cos(arccot  −  )

s

(4.50)
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Before beginning our numerical study for computing the crater depth  d , the following
parameters are chosen in order to satisfy the constraint requirement of Eq. (4.35) , that is

μ = 0.5, γ = 23.4deg .

(4.51)

Therefore, according to Eqs. (4.39) and (4.40), the friction angle and shear angle become

β = 74.9deg,  = 25deg .

(4.52)

The yield stress in shear for API 5L can be obtained from [50] as follows

s = 1.2 108 Pa .

(4.53)

One may now recall the previous work from Chapter 3, where the resultant force was
derived as shown below (ref. Eq. (3.19)):

R = F(t) = 1.0160e −5.499t [26 − 30 cos

2(t + 0.00001)
t] N .
0.00012

(4.54)

Thus, from Figure 4.10 the cutting force can be obtained as follows:

Fc = R cos HCD = R cos( − ) = 0.78e −5.499t [26 − 30 cos

2(t + 0.00001)
t] N . (4.55)
0.00012

Putting Eqs. (4.16), (4.51), (4.52), (4.53),(4.55) into Eq. (4.50) we obtain the final result
that can be used for examining the convergent behavior for evaluating the crater depth,
namely:
n

d =

{0.78e

−5.499t i

[26 − 30cos

i =1

n

 2.18

2(t + 0.00001)
2(t + 0.00001)
t i ] − 0.78e −5.499ti−1 [26 − 30cos
t i−1 ]}sin 25 cos 65
0.00012
0.00012

(3.55 10−4 ) 2 − (1.39 10−4 + 2.16 10−4 e −92400ti ) 2 1.2 108 cos 40

i =1

(4.56)
Figure 4.13 shows the numerical result that is obtained by use of Eq. (4.56).
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Figure 4.13 Numerical study on the crater depth with respect to the number of plies.
 = 34.9 ,  = 23.4 ,  = 74.9 ,  = 25 ,  = 0.5. The red dash line shown in the figure is
the experimental result.

By examining Figure 4.13, we find that the crater depth converges to a specific
numerical value of 140 microns as the of number of plies (or segments) progressively
increases, which is close to our experimental result 130 microns. Thus, by choosing the
number of plies as n = 300, all of the subsequent numerical studies that follow will yield
a result having a convergent solution for the final crater depth.
Next, based on the number of plies being 300, taking Eqs. (4.55) and (4.16) into Eq.
(4.50) gives us
300

d =

{1.0160e

−5.499t i

[26 − 30cos

i =1

300

 2.18
i =1

2(t + 0.00001)
2(t + 0.00001)
t i ] − 1.0160e−5.4990ti−1 [26 − 30cos
t i ]}
0.00012
0.00012
−4 2

−4



−4 −92400t i 2

(3.55 10 ) − (1.39 10 + 2.16 10 e

) s

sin(45 − arccot  / 2 +  / 2) cos(45 + arccot  / 2 −  / 2) cos(  )
.
cos(arccot  −  )

(4.57)
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The figures below contain the numerical study results among parameters ,  , d :

Figure 4.14 The depth of crater  d versus friction coefficient  :  = 11.5 . The red dash
line shown in the figure is the experimental result.

Figure 4.14 shows that the depth of crater is greatly related to the friction coefficient
and impact angle for the wire impact tool. The numerical study shows permanent
deformation results for each impact angle as a function of friction coefficient ranging
from 0.45 to 4. The reason why we pick this range is that, according to the work by
Naveenkumar Ch. et. al [51], the friction coefficient generated during the cutting process
can be as large as 4. Simultaneously, the minimum friction coefficient must satisfy the
constraint requirement from Eq. (4.42), which is   tan(24 ) = 0.45 . Through the
results shown above, under different impact angle, the change of the crater depth has the
same trend with respect to friction coefficient. When the impact angle is confirmed, with
the increasing of the friction coefficient, the crater depth is monotonically increasing.
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Figure 4.15 The depth of crater  d versus impact angle  :  = 11.5 . The red dash line
shown in the figure is the experimental result.

The numerical study above shows permanent deformation results for each friction
coefficient as a function of impact angle ranging from 0 to 23.4 . Similarly, as we pick
the range of the friction coefficient, we must make sure friction coefficient

  tan(23.4 ) = 0.43 . According to the results shown in Figure 4.15, under different
friction coefficient, the change of crater depth shows the same trend with respect to
impact angle. As the friction coefficient is confirmed, with the increasing of the impact
angle, the crater depth is monotonically increasing.
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Figure 4.16 Friction coefficient  versus impact angle  :  = 11.5 .

The numerical study results in Figure 4.16 show that under different crater depth,
different curve shows the same trend. When the crater depth is confirmed, friction
coefficient is monotonically decreasing with the increasing of the impact angle.
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Figure 4.17 Crater depth versus shear yield stress.  = 0.5 .

The crater depth with respect to a range of shear yield stress and impact angles is
examined in Figure 4.17. The trend shows that with the increasing of the shear yield
stress, a smaller crater depth is generated. At the same time, a shallow impact angle
brings in a smaller depth of crater.
4.3 Work-Energy Theorem on the Crater Depth
For the single bristle in our system , the expression of the kinetic energy is
kE =

1
1
mvG 2 + IG (t) 2 ,
2
2

(4.58)

where IG = mL2 / 12 .
Taking Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) and m = 8.387 10−5kg , L = 0.027 m into the equation above, the
expression of kinetic energy during the compression is obtained as
E k = 0.0126e −184800t + 0.00303e −92400t + 7.25 10−4 .

(4.59)
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According to work-energy theorem, the work done during the compression on the bristle
equals to the change in the bristle’s kinetic energy, therefore, we have

W = Fd u = k E ,

(4.60)

where F is the impact force, d u is the cutting depth.
However, in our model , since the impact force is not constant during the impact, we
might not use the equation above directly to study our cutting depth. To this end, as we
did our previous Merchant’s circle method, we decide to divide the crater into numerous
plies as shown in Figure 4.18, each ply is a uniformed time increment:

Figure 4.18 Schematic of the impact crater divided into numerous plies.

Therefore, for each ply, the change of kinetic energy is

k Ei = k E (i −1) − k Ei .

(4.61)

Hence, as we apply work-energy theorem on each ply, the expression can be expressed as
dui =

k E(i −1) − k Ei
.
Fi

Substituting Eqs.(4.54) and (4.59) into the equation above:

(4.62)
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d ui =

0.0126e−184800t i −1 + 0.00303e−92400t i −1 − 0.0126e −184800t i − 0.00303e −92400ti
.
2(t i + 0.00001)
−5.499t
1.0160e
[26 − 30 cos
ti ]
0.00012

(4.63)
Using superposition method and adding each single ply together based on Eq. (4.63)
leads to
n

 0.0126e−184800t

n

d u =  d u i = i =1

i −1

+ 0.00303e−92400t i −1 − 0.0126e−184800t i − 0.00303e−92400t i

n

1.0160e−5.499t [26 − 30cos

i =1

i

i =1

2(t i + 0.00001)
ti ]
0.00012

.

(4.64)
As the geometrical relation shown in Figure 4.16, we have

d = d u  cos  .

(4.65)

Combining Eqs. (4.64) and (4.65) leads to
n

 0.0126e−184800t

d = i =1

i −1

+ 0.00303e −92400t i −1 − 0.0126e −184800t i − 0.00303e −92400t i

n

1.107e−5.499t [26 − 30 cos
i

i =1

2(t i + 0.00001)
ti ]
0.00012

.

(4.66)
The figure below shows the numerical study results about Eq. (4.66):
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Figure 4.19 Numerical study on the crater depth with respect to the number of plies. The
red dash line shown in the figure is the experimental result.

Through the numerical study shown in Figure 4.19, it shows that with the increasing of
the number of plies, the crater depth is convergent to the value of 7.58 10 −5 m , which is
smaller than our experimental result 1.3  10−4 m . The major reason for this difference
occurring is that , compared to the Merchant’s circle method, the energy method we are
using here is more sensitive to the accuracy of the change of the velocity during the
compression. As we stated before, all the velocity expressions we obtained from the
impact map, Figure 4.2, are based on the assumption that the distribution of penetration
strain obeys the first-order negative exponential distribution, which is Eq. (4.1).
However, it might not be very correct to describe how it changes during the compression
phase, this eventually contributes to the difference between the numerical study result
and experimental result we found in this energy method.
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4.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, an impact map was built up to facilitate the study on different
parameters during the impact process. Thereafter, the classical Merchant’s material
removal model was reviewed. Subsequently, a modified Merchant’s material removal
model was built up and a differentiation algorithm was developed to investigate the crater
depth that was generated during the machining process. Additionally, the crater depth
was also studied by using work-energy theorem. Based on the research above, the
following conclusions are reached:
(1) In the impact map, except for the expression of the impact force, all the other
expressions were derived based on the assumption that the distribution of penetration
strain obeys the first-order negative exponential function. This impact map has proven to
be very valuable for bringing time-dependent with Merchant’s material removal model.
(2) The reviewed classical Merchant’s circle is a steady-state material removal model. In
the present research, however, the monofilament material removal process is a transit
problem; therefore, a specialized differentiation algorithm was developed to study this
modified Merchant’s circle model.
(3) The existing expression for shear angle proposed Merchant might not be accurate. A
new study regarding the expression of the shear angle regarding this model needs to be
conducted.
(4) The work-energy theorem is not suitable for examining the crater depth for this
monofilament impact problem.
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE RESEARCH

5.1 Summary and Conclusions
The first portion of the current research is concerned with building a mathematical
model, based on rigid body impact mechanics. Generalized impulse momentum principle
is used to analyze the impact process. The impact process is divided into compression phase
and restitution phase. During the impact process, a new concept of coefficient of restitution,
which is defined based on the concept of energy, is implemented into this impact process.
To validate the mathematical model, two case studies are examined. The first study
demonstrates that by degenerating the model, a solution can be recovered that was has been
posted in the literature. The second study refers to a classic double pendulum problem that
has been solved and shows that the current model can be modified to recover the solution
posted in the literature. Based on the research above, the following conclusions are reached:
(1) The monofilament model that has been developed in this research has been validated
by both degenerating the model and by modifying the model to examine a classical solution
of the modified double pendulum problem in the literature. That is, the two different case
studies show excellent agreement.
(2) The alternative energy-based (energetic) coefficient of restitution that has been used in
this work can provide insight into the compressive/restitutive process. That is, the
compressive impulse and compressive work performed during impact can provide a
rational basis that help explain bristle tip material removal performance during the impact
process.
(3) Both the entrance impact angle and friction coefficient play a key role in regulating the
magnitude of the shear impulse and compressive work that is generated during impact.
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That is, shallow impact angle theta and elevated friction coefficient 1 lead to the greatest
compressive impulse and work done during impact.
(4) The present research has formulated the impact problem to facilitate a change in friction
coefficient for incoming impact 1 , and rebound/restitutive friction coefficient  2 . This
distinction between incoming/outgoing frictional behavior, however, plays a minimal role
in the final evaluation of the impact process.
(5) The friction coefficient and entry impact angle play a vital role in the stiction
phenomenon. When   tan  , there is rebound for the bristle. When   tan  , we call this
friction coefficient as stiction friction coefficient. However, stiction is a phenomenon that
was seldom seen in the high-speed impact photography.
The second portion of this research investigated the crater depth generated by this
monofilament model. First, a measured impact data reported by other authors is used to
model the impacted data of the wire impact tool. By using the least square method in
conjunction with an exponential and trigonometric impact model, a theoretical impact force
expression is obtained. After obtaining the force history of the impact process, a modified
Merchant’s circle method and energy method are used to analyze the crater depth with
respect to friction coefficient and impact angles. Based on the above research, the following
conclusions are reached:
(1) The recently published experimental rigid body impact data reported in the literature was
used to help reconstruct hypothetical impact data for the wire impact tool. The mathematical
model that was used for modeling the data has resulted in a very good approximation of raw
data. Thereafter, time-dependent force history impact data was synthesized by utilizing a
numerical/analytical approach.
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(2) An impact map was built up to facilitate the study on different parameters during the
impact process. All the expressions of those parameters obtained there assume that the
distribution of penetration strain obeys the first-order negative exponential function. This
impact map has proven to be very valuable for bringing time-dependent with Merchant’s
material removal model.
(3) A modified Merchant material removal model was developed and utilized to analyze the
crater depth for various friction coefficient and bristle tip impact angles. The study shows that
both friction coefficient and impact angle play significant roles in the depth of crater.

(4) The work-energy theorem was also used for looking into the crater depth. However, the
result shows a poor agreement with the experimental result .
5.2 Recommended Future Research
Although the present work has provided much insight into the analysis of the crater
depth, the author recognized that many important issues remain unclear. Therefore, the
following recommendations are offered for future research:
(a) In the current research, our work has been focused on the monofilament model of the
Wire Impact Tool. However, it is a multi-filament impact as we operate the tool. According
to the observations from our high-speed digital camera, there exists interaction among
different bristles during the impact process, what the interaction contributes to crater results
need to be further studied.
(b) When we take advantage of the Merchant’s circle to research the crater, we obtain the
shear angle expression  =

 −
. However, this result agrees poorly with the
−
4
2

experimental result because the shear angle  is not independent of  during the impact
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process . A new shear angle expression 2 +  −  = C is shown in Eq. (4.45), and study
needs to be conducted to find the constant C.
(c) Instead of using the accelerator bar to enhance the speed of the bristle, a new inertia
driven wire bristle impact tool has been invented and patented. Making a full comparison
in many aspects regarding these two tools is of significance on marketing the inertia driven
wire bristle impact tool for the future.
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APPENDIX 1 Proof of Equation (2.74)

First, let us integrate Eq. (2.73a):
q1 (p y )

py

9
3
[4 − cos 2 (2 − 1 )]dq1 =  [b1 − cos(2 − 1 )b 2 ]dp y .

4
4
q1 (0)
0

(A.11)

After solving the equation above, the following Eq. is obtained:
9
3
[4 − cos 2 (2 − 1 )][q1 (p y ) − q1 (0)] = [b1 − cos(2 − 1 )b 2 ]p y .
4
4

(A.12)

Hence, we get

q1 (p y ) =

4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 −  1 )
+ q1 (0) .
16 − 9cos 2 (2 − 1 )

(A.13)

Let us denote

1  16 − 9 cos 2 (2 − 1 ) .

(A.14)

Substituting Eqs. (A.14) into (A.13):
q1 (p y ) = q1 (0) +

1
[4b1 − 3b 2 cos(2 − 1 )]p y ,
1

(p y  p sy )

(A.15)
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APPENDIX 2 Proof of Eq. (3.3)

As for the trigonometric function part, the physical meaning of that part is simply
that we basically move the function of (t) =

downward with

F*
2t
(1 − cos
),(0  t  t f  + 2 /10t f  )
2


t f + 2 /10t f

2 /10t f 
F*
(1 − cos
) units then get back to the origin point with
2
t f  + 2 /10t f 

moving left 1/10t f  units.
The reason for doing so is that we need to make sure that the slope is not equal to
zero when t = 0 and F(0) = 0 for our upcoming analytical result, which are the essential
requirements according to the raw data shown in Figure 3.1. Regarding the exponential
series part, the purpose of adding that is after multiplying with the trigonometric function,
the apex of the analytical result is closer to the maximum value of raw data.

